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Abstract

This is a brief summary of a study to reduce diffraction from an infinite two-dimensional edge using tapered periodic surfaces. The concept is to use the impedance characteristics of a periodic surface to create a tapered impedance, much like a tapered resistance commonly used for diffraction reduction. This approach has several advantages over tapered resistive treatments to include ease of fabrication, better engineering control of the impedance and negligible loss absorbed by the taper. In this study, four periodic tapers were designed, built and tested. These tapers were also modeled using a variety of numerical techniques. The results from this study were quite promising.

The tapers were designed using a periodic moment method (PMM) code. Assuming local periodicity the PMM code was used to determine the impedance of doubly-infinite structures. The taper was developed by determining the best taper response for a given bandwidth.

An antenna structure to simulate near grazing incidence of a plane wave on a two-dimensional knife edge was used to test the taper designs. The tapers were then built and measured at the compact range at OSU-ESL over the frequency range 2-18 GHz.

The tapers were also modeled using several different numerical techniques. The first designs were modeled using method of moments (MoM) techniques. The second capacitive design was modeled using the finite difference time domain (FDTD) technique.

The results from the measurements were positive. The results from the numerical calculations supported the measurements and displayed the bandwidths indicated from earlier PMM calculations. The inductive designs developed were not very successful, but the capacitive taper proved to be quite effective over a wide frequency range.
A STUDY OF TWO DIMENSIONAL TAPERED PERIODIC EDGE TREATMENTS TO REDUCE WIDEBAND EDGE DIFFRACTION

Chapter 1: Objectives of the Study

Introduction

Overview. The purpose of this chapter is to describe a study of an edge diffraction reduction technique using a tapered periodic geometry. Many efforts have previously been made to reduce edge diffraction; however, these techniques did not use tapered periodic surfaces. Specifically, the purpose of this study is to examine the use of tapered periodic structures to reduce wideband edge diffraction near grazing incidence. These tapers will have specific application to antenna design for high power, time domain, and wideband antennas.

The first section of this chapter describes diffraction and the undesirable effects of diffraction in antenna design. The second section describes the general problem statement and explains the concepts proposed for reducing diffraction for both principle polarizations. The third section describes the current technologies to reduce diffraction. The last section describes the assumptions made in the study.

Background

Purpose. The purpose of this section is to describe diffraction and the undesirable effects of diffraction in antenna design. This section defines terms associated with diffraction and antenna design used throughout this paper.
**Diffraction.** Diffraction is an important topic of study in electromagnetism. If an incident field illuminates a scatterer, then the total electric field in a region is defined as the incident plus the scattered fields (diffracted and reflected fields). In the far field region, the reflected field is present only at discrete angles for a flat scatterer (see Figure 1, Region 2). Diffraction, however, contributes scattered fields at all angles (see Figure 1, Regions 1-3), which makes diffraction the most prominent scattering mechanism for far field measurements. The shadowed region (see Figure 1, Region 3) fields consist of diffracted fields only. Edge diffraction is defined as diffraction coming from a sharp edge of the scatterer. Knife edges are edges which are made by an infinitesimally thin plates. This work will concern the study of reducing knife edge diffraction.

![Diffraction Diagram](image)

**Figure 1. Diffraction from a Conducting Strip.** This is a 2D conducting strip illuminated by an incident plane wave. The two scattering mechanisms are reflection and diffraction.
Antenna Design. A major use of the study of diffraction is to optimize antenna design. Several parameters determine the quality of an antenna. Some of these factors are directivity, gain, ringing, and pulse distortion [1]. Diffraction from the edges of an antenna adversely effects all of these factors. Therefore, reduction of diffraction from the edge of antennas has been a main source of study in electromagnetism. Directivity is a measure of how much of the energy of the signal is contained in the boresight view of the antenna. Diffraction causes sidelobes and reduces the directivity of the antenna. Gain is the measure of the boresight transmission of the antenna in relation to the input signal to the antenna. Diffraction spreads the energy out over all angles and therefore reduces the gain of the antenna. Ringing is an undesirable effect caused by the diffraction from the edge of an antenna radiating back into the antenna and causing periodic residual radiation. Ringing can give false signals for both transmitting and receiving transient antennas. Pulse distortion is any change in the radiated wave from the input pulse. Pulse distortion is caused by both geometry and materials having time dispersive and frequency dependent properties. Ringing and pulse distortion are of concern when working with time domain antennas. Reduction in diffraction from the edges of the antennas will have a positive affect on all of the mentioned parameters (see Figure 2 for applications).

Radar Cross Section. Another advantage of reducing diffraction is to reduce radar cross sections (RCS) of targets. Radar cross section is a measure used to quantify the magnitude of the returned signal of a target at given angles and frequencies. Since reflection only accounts for returns at discrete angles (assuming flat surfaces), reduction in diffraction is of high concern. Presently, materials are used with high magnetic loss to reduce diffracted fields. These materials are quite expensive and are generally effective on only a small frequency range. The tapers proposed here would also be of use to reduce traveling waves, which would be helpful when trying to make scattering measurements and measuring returns only from certain aspects of the structure (see Figure 2 for applications).
Trailing Edge Diffraction Reduction

Figure 2. Possible Uses of Geometrical Tapers. This diagram shows possible uses of the geometrical tapers proposed in this study. The tapers could possibly be used to reduce trailing edge diffraction or diffraction from the edge of antennas.

**Problem Statement**

**Purpose.** The purpose of this section is to define the problem to be studied in this paper. This section will first outline the objectives for understanding time domain edge diffraction. This section will then detail the concept of the periodic tapers to reduce diffraction.

**Determine Configurations For Edge Tapers.** The first step in this study is to determine what configurations create the tapered effect desired. The concept is to create an impedance taper by varying the geometry of the periodic structures to impedance match the ground plane to free space. The work presented is directed at creating periodic surfaces which have total reactive impedance and no resistive impedance. Resistive impedance tapers absorb energy (through heat dissipation) and would not be useful for high powered
microwave applications. If the impedance is kept either capacitive (negative reactance) or inductive (positive reactance), then the phase shift will not result in time dispersion (only a time shift), because the entire scattered field would be shifted by the same phase shift ($\pm \pi$).

The first tapers were designed to not have a phase shift, but to increase bandwidth and performance this criteria was not used in the second design. The designs studied in this paper were determined by finding geometries which are completely reactive and could be tapered over a large frequency range. The designs were initially developed using a Periodic Moment Method (PMM) code [2]. This code was used to give information about the bandwidth and effectiveness of the design.

Experimentally Verify the Effectiveness of the Tapered Surfaces. The designs developed from PMM were then tested. The designs were mounted on a platform with a long knife edge and then the diffracted fields were measured in the shadow region. If the tapers are effective, there should be a noticeable reduction in the shadow region fields. To match the idea of reduction of diffraction in antenna design, the diffraction from near grazing incidence was measured. The procedures and results from these measurements are presented in more detail in future chapters.

Computationally Validate the Results. After the tapers were measured, the next step was to see if computational tools exist to properly model this measurement. For the first designs, Method of Moments (MoM) codes existed to measure the reduction in diffraction. The MoM codes available could not model the second designs, since these structures involved dielectrics. A Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) code [3] was used to validate the measurements of the second capacitive design. No code was available that had accurate solutions for the second inductive taper.
Current Technologies

Purpose. This section details some of the current technologies used to study and reduce diffraction. More detail on these technologies may be found in the next chapter.

Resistive Loading for Time Domain Antennas. There have been several papers on resistively loading time domain antennas to reduce diffraction and thereby improve the performance of the antenna. Maloney et al [4] described a method for optimizing the resistive loading of a time domain antenna. Maloney's antenna was a biconical antenna which is analogous to a double wedge in 2D. This antenna was resistively loaded such that the impedance of the source was slowly matched to the impedance of free space. This antenna design was extremely effective for reduction in ringing and for reduction of sidelobes and edge diffraction for a transient (time domain) pulse. However, this antenna design, like all other resistively loaded antennas, was not efficient, over 14% of the energy was dissipated in the loading which causes severe problems when trying to use antennas for high power applications such as impulse radar or high powered microwave weapons. A resistively loaded antenna would melt from the heat of the dissipation for these applications. Clearly, methods other than resistive loading need to be developed for use in high powered systems.

Thin Wire Measurements. Thin wire configurations have been studied extensively in the frequency domain. The frequency domain analysis has been mostly concerned with thin strip application to frequency selective surfaces (FSSs). These surfaces are useful for radomes and other structures where only a given frequency range is of interest and other frequencies would be a nuisance or even a threat. The study of these structures has principally focused on doubly-infinite arrays. The information that is most useful to this study is how FSSs can be truncated using edge treatments for a given frequency range.
Thin wire configurations were also studied as a singular subject. Analytical solutions were developed by Wait [5] and Yoder [6]. These techniques are quite simple to implement and give the scattering from an infinite array of infinitely long, thin, parallel wires. Others have studied, singly and doubly periodic structures both in free space and in the presence of a dielectric. Felsen and Carin [7][8][9] authored several papers where they demonstrated the use of Floquet mode analysis for the study of 2D thin strips. One important result of the research conducted by Felsen and Carin is that they developed a method for applying Floquet mode analysis, which is generally for infinite periodic structures, to finite non-periodic structures. This analysis does not lend itself very well to the study presented in this paper, because this technique does not handle dielectrics.

*Periodic Method of Moments.* To study FSSs, researchers often use the PMM code mentioned earlier [2]. This PMM code can model doubly infinite periodic structures. This code can include dielectrics, networks, and work over a wide range of frequencies. Since each element in the doubly infinite array is identical, this PMM code cannot be used to model the periodic tapers. An in-depth discussion of the workings of PMM and the code developed by Henderson is presented in the next chapter.

*Method of Moments Numerical Modeling.* One of the most accurate solutions for frequency domain electromagnetics is the MoM. MoM uses basis and testing functions to determine the equivalent scattering currents. These equivalent scattering currents can then be transformed into the scattered fields using the radiation integral. The MoM codes available can only handle perfect electrically conducting (PEC) materials or PEC loaded materials of finite extent, not lossless dielectrics. This numerical modeling technique was used to validate some of the impedance designs, but another technique was necessary for the designs which included dielectrics.
Finite Difference Time Domain Numerical Modeling. There are several techniques used to model time domain electromagnetics. A popular numerical modeling approach is to solve Maxwell's equations directly in the time domain using FDTD. FDTD handled the complex structures involved in the two-dimensional designs that involved dielectrics. The specifics of this technique are given in more detail in the following chapter.

Assumptions

Purpose. The purpose of this section is to define the major assumptions made in this study. These assumptions are made for clearer understanding of the results. Some assumptions have different impacts on analytical, numerical and experimental accuracy. Each part of this section describes the assumptions made and the consequences of each assumption. In Chapter 4, the effects of these and other assumptions made will be explained in detail and contrasted to the results from the study.

Plane Wave Incidence. The incident wave was assumed to be a plane wave. A plane wave is a wave which has the same field values for every point in a plane at a given time. Generally, if the incident source is far from the scatterer (more than 5 wavelengths), the plane wave approximation is accurate. This assumption is useful because plane waves are the easiest waves to numerically and analytically evaluate. The platform used in the measurements was sufficiently large enough that the source was several wavelengths from the long knife edge (5λ at the lowest frequency).

PEC and Lossless Dielectrics Materials. In the initial study, the periodic structures were constructed completely out of PEC material. Beginning the study with PEC material had two major advantages: PEC material does not dissipate energy and PEC has the same infinite conductivity over all frequencies. The frequency independence prevented pulse distortion due to the materials and made the pulse distortion be a function of geometry only. Experimentally, materials with near infinite conductivities (copper,
aluminum) were readily available to build the structures. For FDTD and MoM numerical analysis, non-PEC material could be added easily in future studies. Unfortunately, when trying to use particular resistive values in a taper design, materials may not be readily available which have the proper impedance value. This problem will make experimental validation of non-PEC materials and resistive tapers much more difficult. For the frequencies of interest, the dielectrics used in this study were nearly lossless.

**Structures Are Two-Dimensional (2D).** To study the 2D case, the entire configuration was considered to be infinite and constant in the \( \hat{z} \) direction. For both FDTD and MoM numerical techniques, 2D analysis was much faster and required less memory than three-dimensional (3D) analysis. Therefore, the 2D assumption allowed local, inexpensive computational facilities to be used for the analysis. Experimentally, a 2D wire is impossible to realize, but if the wires are made at least 5 times longer than a wavelength at the lowest frequency, the 2D approximation is accurate within experimental error for predicted patterns in the transverse plane. Another problem experimentally is that the structures must be kept straight and constant in the \( \hat{z} \) direction. To solve this problem, the tapers were attached to styrofoam for stability and alignment. Styrofoam is an easy material to work with and has an index of refraction near unity. The 2D assumption is the one assumption that should present the most problems when trying to compare numerical data to experimental data. Further explanation of construction of the 2D configuration will be presented in Chapter 3.

**Local Periodicity.** Since the structures measured were almost periodic, methods of modeling for periodic structures were used in the design process. To use a completely periodic method for these tapered structures, local periodicity must be assumed. Local periodicity means that the changes in the immediate area of each scatterer are so small that
scattering can be approximated using periodic techniques. If the tapers are large enough, then the local changes will be small and the periodic techniques can be used to model the tapers accurately.

Methodology

Purpose. The purpose of this section is to outline the methodology used in this study. Each subsection describes a different stage of the study. Also included in each subsection are important assumptions and considerations for error that must be taken into account.

Design the Tapers Using PMM. The first step was to develop the taper designs. To do this, reflection and transmission coefficients were calculated from periodic designs using Henderson's PMM Code [2]. The ends of the taper designs were developed by trying to match the ground plane and the free space edges of the taper. The designs were then geometrically tapered in a linear fashion from one edge to another. The results from this part of the study were then transformed into equivalent impedances. These impedance tapers are displayed as impedance versus length or frequency in Chapter 4.

Experimentally Confirm the Results in the Frequency Domain. After the designs were developed, the next stage was to experimentally confirm the numerical results. A platform was constructed to measure shadow region diffraction from a grazing incidence plane wave. This structure was measured both bare and with the periodic tapers at the Ohio State University Electroscience Laboratory (OSU-ESL) compact range. Because compact ranges use parabolic reflectors, the far field observation point approximation for a compact range was accurate. The measurements of most concern were comparisons of azimuth scans of the bare structure to tapered structures. The scans of the
bare structure were compared to the Uniform Theory of Diffraction (UTD) results for validation. Also frequency sweeps at discrete angles were taken to provide wideband frequency information.

**Numerically Validate the Results.** The next step was to use numerical techniques to validate the experimental results. The analytical results were validated using two separate types of codes. The first type of code was a MoM code. Two separate MoM codes were used to model the first impedance taper designs. These two codes handled the two polarizations used in this study. The second type of code was a scattered field FDTD code by Dr. Ray Luebbers [3]. This code was purchased by the U. S. Air Force and has been experimentally validated for many different geometries. The Luebbers' code was run in a matter of a several hours on a Silicon Graphics machine.

**Summary**

**Overview.** This chapter has outlined the study to be presented in this thesis. The first section gave a general overview to the background and reasons for reducing diffraction. The second section outlined the problem to be studied in this thesis. The third section described current technologies used to reduce diffraction. The next two sections gave the assumptions taken in this paper and the scope of the study. The last section gave a brief outline of the methodology to be taken in researching this topic. More detail on all of these topics is presented in the following chapters.
Chapter 2: Summary of Current Knowledge

Introduction

Overview. This chapter overviews current knowledge that pertains to the study. The first section covers current knowledge of an infinite parallel wire grids. The second section covers meanderline designs. The third section explains the abilities and limitations of numerical techniques to include the Uniform Theory of Diffraction (UTD), the Method of Moments (MoM), the Periodic Moment Method (PMM), and the Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD). Each section covers how the knowledge obtained from each author can be used in the design and understanding of the tapers.

Inductive and Capacitive Periodic Structures

Overview. There are several different types of periodic structures that produce either capacitive or inductive impedance. In this study, the inductive properties of parallel wire grids and meanderlines are used for the E-field orthogonal to the plane of incidence. The capacitive properties of thin strips are used for the E-field parallel to the plane of incidence. To increase the continuity of the taper, the meanderline design was changed into an skewed slot array grid (by decreasing the spacing between elements). Analytical solutions did exist for the thin strip and thin wire grids, but numerical modeling of these structures was far more accurate and faster than analytical techniques.

Parallel Wire Grids and Thin Strip Gratings

Overview. Parallel wire grids have been studied for several years. Several analytical and numerical solutions for parallel wire grids have been developed. A parallel wire grid was used for the first inductive taper where the E-field is polarized parallel to the wires. Due to restrictions in manufacturing capability, a constant wire radius was assumed. To change the inductance, the spacing between the wires was changed. Wires
spaced close to each other displayed low inductance (ground plane side) and wires spaced far apart offered large inductance (free space side). Using the assumption of local periodicity, the inductive properties at any given point were determined on the tapered parallel wire grid using a infinite parallel wire grid model. On the free space edge, there was a limit to the spacing, due to grating lobes. Therefore, for near grazing incidence the spacing of wires was kept to less than $\lambda/2$ for the highest frequency of interest.

**Wait's Solution for Parallel Wire Grids.** The first analytical solution was developed by Wait [5]. This solution is for arbitrary incidence on a parallel wire grid. In his paper, Wait described the scattered electric field as observed from a point $(x,y,z)$ as

$$E_x = \frac{j \mu_0 \cos^2 \theta}{4\pi} e^{j \beta \cos \theta \sin \phi} e^{j \beta z \sin \theta} \times \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \exp \left[ \frac{2 \pi m y}{d} \right] \exp \left[ \frac{-2 \pi d (m + d \cos \theta \sin \phi)}{d} \right] \sqrt{\left( \frac{m + d \cos \theta \sin \phi}{\lambda} \right)^2 - \left( \frac{d \cos \theta}{\lambda} \right)^2}$$

For a description of $a$, $d$, $\theta$ and $\phi$, see Figure 3. If the observation point is in the far zone and assuming no grating lobes, only the $m = 0$ term will be of consequence (the higher order terms will act as evanescent waves). This reduces the above equation into

$$E_x = \frac{\eta_0 I \cos \theta}{2 d \cos \phi} e^{j \phi q},$$

where

$$q = -\frac{1}{\lambda} \cos \phi \cos \theta + y \sin \phi \cos \theta - z \sin \theta.$$

In this particular study $\theta = 0$, and therefore $E_x$ and $E_y$ will be zero. This is reasonable as no cross polarization terms were expected when scanning wires about the orthogonal axis. In
the above equation, $q$ represents the phase terms associated with propagation from the grid to the observation point. The current term $I_0$ can be represented by

$$I_0 = \frac{n_0 \cos \theta}{2 \cos \phi} + \frac{j \mu \lambda d}{2\pi \cos^2 \theta} \left[ \ln \left( \frac{d}{2\pi a} \right) + F \left( \frac{d \cos \theta, \phi}{\lambda} \right) \right] + \left( \cos^2 \theta \right) Z_d$$

where

$$F \left( \frac{d \cos \theta, \phi}{\lambda} \right) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \left[ \sqrt{\left( m + \frac{d \cos \theta \sin \phi}{\lambda} \right)^2 - \left( \frac{d \cos \theta}{\lambda} \right)^2} + \sqrt{\left( m - \frac{d \cos \theta \sin \phi}{\lambda} \right)^2 - \left( \frac{d \cos \theta}{\lambda} \right)^2} - \frac{2}{m} \right]$$

This solution is valid for wires spaced far apart ($d > 5a$). This solution has been shown to match results from Henderson's PMM code.

**Yoder's Solution for Strip Gratings.** Yoder [6] developed another solution to parallel strip gratings in his master's thesis. This solution was based upon the Periodic Moment Method and showed excellent results compared to PMM calculations and Wait's solution. The coordinate axis used by Yoder was the same system as used in Henderson's PMM code (see Figure 4). This is the same coordinate system that is used throughout the rest of this thesis. The incident field will be described by two angles $\alpha$ and $\eta$, where $\alpha$ is the angle that the plane of incidence makes upon the $xz$ plane (plane of the array) and $\eta$ is the angle that the incident $E$-field makes from the $\hat{y}$ axis in the plane of incidence.
Yoder then developed solutions for both parallel and orthogonal scans of the electric fields. The orthogonal scans are defined by $\alpha = 0^\circ$ and parallel scans are defined by $\alpha = 90^\circ$. The two solutions developed by Yoder were

$$|E_\perp| = \frac{\hat{z} \sec \eta}{\sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} \exp(-j\beta a) \sqrt{(\cos \eta)^2 - \left(\frac{k\lambda}{D_y}\right)^2 - 2\left(\frac{k\lambda}{D_x}\right)\sin \eta}} \bigg|_{\alpha = 0^\circ} \quad (2.4)$$

and
\[
|\mathbf{E}| = \left| \frac{\sec \eta (\hat{y} \sin \eta - \hat{z} \cos \eta)}{\sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} \exp(-j\beta_a \sqrt{(\cos \eta)^2 - \left(\frac{k\lambda}{D_x}\right)^2}) \sqrt{(\cos \eta)^2 + \left(\frac{k\lambda}{D_x}\right)^2}} \right| ; \quad \alpha = 90^\circ
\] (2.5)

In this study, the orthogonal solution (Equation 2.4) is the only important result for the parallel wires. The parallel solution is important for the thin strip grid.

Figure 4. PMM Coordinate System. This is the coordinate system used by Henderson's PMM code and Yoder [2] [6]. This coordinate system will be used throughout this thesis.

**Primich's Solution for Multiple Thin Strip Gratings.** Primich [10] provided a solution for multiple thin strip gratings of equally spaced, identical strips in a non-skewed array. This solution works for strip gratings that are separated by free space with arbitrary incidence. Primich's solution works very well and compares favorably to experimental results. The first capacitive taper could be modeled using Primich's solution, but numerical techniques presented later will be much easier to implement. The second capacitive taper used multiple strip gratings, but the arrays were in skewed arrangement.
(the second array was offset from the first array by half a center-to-center spacing). Also the second capacitive design had a thin dielectric slab in between the arrays.

**Felsen and Carin's Solution for Truncated Strip Gratings.** Felsen and Carin [7][8][9] have authored several papers on Floquet mode adapted solutions to truncated periodic arrays in free space. Their solutions were based upon a saddle point technique of asymptotic solutions. These solutions were very accurate for both near and far field solutions. However, these solutions are more complicated than Wait or Yoder's solutions and were not used in this study.

**Solutions for Conductors on a Dielectric Slab.** There are several solutions for scattering from periodic structures on a dielectric slab. Chen [11] and Lee [12] described scattering from periodic arrays of apertures. These solutions use MoM techniques to determine the scattered fields. These solutions also require that any dielectric placed on the array needs to be symmetrically placed. Montgomery [13] developed a solution for arbitrary placed dielectric media. Montgomery's solutions could model the second inductive design, but Henderson's PMM code provided a much easier numerical modeling of this design.

**Meanderline Grids.**

**Overview.** Meanderline grids were first proposed by Lerner [14] as circular polarizers due to their special ability to advance or retard electric field depending upon the polarization. Meanderlines have the property where the impedance is either inductive or capacitive depending upon the polarization of the E field (See Figure 5). If the E field is parallel polarized to the grid, the grid appears as a shunt inductance. If the E field is orthogonal polarized to the grid, the grid will appear as a shunt capacitance. This difference causes a linearly polarized wave, which is polarized at 45° to the grid, to become circularly polarized. The incident linearly polarized field has equal components parallel and orthogonal to the meanderline that are originally in phase with each other. The component
of the field orthogonal to the meanderline is advanced 45° and the component of the field parallel to the meanderline is retarded 45°. Since these components are now equal in magnitude and 90° out of phase, a circularly polarized wave is emitted. Several layers of meanderlines are sometimes used to make the circular polarizer have better wideband characteristics.

Meanderlines Use in This Study. Meanderlines have the advantage over parallel wires to be able increase the inductance, without having to increase spacing between elements. Terret et al [15] introduced a way of determining the susceptance using MoM techniques. Young et al [16] originally produced a method of finding analytically the loss mechanisms of meanderline designs. Chu and Lee [17] then developed a full analytical model of multi-layered meanderline with arbitrary incidence. Skewed slot arrays were used in this study in lieu of meanderlines for a more continuous taper design. (See Figure 6 and let S approach 0)

Figure 5. Meanderlines Impedance as a Function of Polarization. If the E-Field is polarized parallel to the meanderline, the meanderline design acts as an inductor. If the E-Field is polarized orthogonal to the meanderline, the meanderline design acts a capacitor.
Young's Solution for Insertion Loss. Young [16] identified the loss mechanisms in meanderline designs. He identified the meanderline loss, dielectric substrate loss and the loss of spacings between meanderline sheets. The loss term associated with the meanderlines is directly related to the $Q$ of the inductive filter. The total loss of the meanderline design is

$$\Delta L_A = \frac{12.5}{w \cdot Q_{u,\text{total}}} \text{ dB},$$

(2.6)

where $Q_{u,\text{total}}$ is defined as

$$\frac{1}{Q_{u,\text{total}}} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{1}{Q_{u,L}} + \frac{1}{Q_{u,C}} \right) + \frac{1}{Q_{u,\text{spacer}}} + \frac{1}{Q_{u,\text{dielectric}}} ,$$

(2.7)

where $Q_{u,L}$ is defined by

$$Q_{u,L} = \left( \frac{2500 \, \delta}{\rho \, \lambda} \right) \left[ \frac{W_2}{H - W_1} \right] \log_{10} \left( \frac{D_x}{W_2} \right) ,$$

(2.8)

with
\[ \Delta L_A \equiv \text{total insertion loss} \]
\[ \delta \equiv \text{skin depth} \]
\[ \rho \equiv \text{resistivity} \]
\[ \lambda \equiv \text{free space wavelength} \]

In these calculations, \( Q_{uc} \) is considered much larger than \( Q_{ul} \) and therefore can be ignored. Also, the \( Q \) of the spacer and dielectric can be ignored if the thickness is less than 10 mils (which is true in this study). The variables used above are defined in Figure 6. If \( D_z \) was set to \( H \), the meanderlines could be modeled as a skewed slot array, which will make the design have a more continuous taper and a larger bandwidth. This method was not used due to ease of computation of Henderson's PMM code.

**Terret's Solution for Scattering Using MoM.** Terret et al [15] developed a moment method solution for meanderlines. This solution broke the individual meanderlines into 6 modes. Terret's solution was not chosen in this study because the PMM code proved to be as accurate and computationally faster.

**Chu and Lee's Analytical Solution.** Chu and Lee [17] offered an analytical model for multi-layered meanderline designs. In Chu's solution, the effective sheet impedance of the meanderlines can be incorporated into a transmission line analogy for both orthogonal and parallel solutions. For the parallel polarized E-field (which is of interest in this study) the formula developed by Chu is

\[
Z_l = \frac{j \eta D_x}{2 \lambda [1 - \left(\frac{f H}{5.62}\right)^2]} \left[ K_4 \left( -\frac{D_z}{D_x} \ln \left( \frac{\pi W_x}{2D_z} \right) \right) + K_5 \left( \frac{2H}{D_x} \ln \left( \frac{4D_x}{\pi W_1} \right) - 0.492 \right) \right]
\]

(2.9)

where \( K_4 \) and \( K_5 \) are constants to be experimentally measured. Since the constants \( K_4 \) and \( K_5 \) could not be determined, this method was not used.
**Numerical Solutions for Capacitive and Inductive Tapers**

**Overview.** This section details the numerical solutions used in this study. Due to the complexity of the designs, only Wait's and Yoder's methods may be of use to mathematically predict the inductance of parallel wire grids (the first inductive design). Therefore, numerical methods offer the best choice to model the impedance tapers. Each section will outline the workings of each method, the limitations of each method and the resources required for each method. Each one of these methods are well accepted methods to study electromagnetics. All the numerical codes used have been validated when compared to measured data.

*Uniform Theory of Diffraction (UTD).* Kouyoumjian and Pathak [18] developed the UTD in their classic paper in 1974. This solution used asymptotic methods to solve for diffraction from a wedge (see Figure 7), without the singularities at shadow boundaries from Keller's Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD).

![Figure 7](image)

**Figure 7.** 2D Wedge Illuminated by an Infinite Line Source. This figure defines the values used in the UTD calculation. For this study, $WA = 0$ and therefore $n = 2$. $\rho' = 5$ to $45 \lambda$ and $\rho$ is very large for far field measurements.
The total field at an observation point is given by the incident field plus the reflected and diffracted fields. The incident and reflected fields are quite simple to find. Pathak's diffraction equation for both soft (orthogonal to the plane of incidence) and hard (parallel to the plane of incidence) polarizations is

$$u_{\text{diff}} = u_{\text{inc}} D_{h,s} e^{jk\rho}/\sqrt{\rho},$$  

(2.10)

where $u_{\text{inc}} = u(O)$ and

$$D_{h,s} = \frac{-e^{im/4}}{2\pi \sqrt{2\pi k}} \left[ \cot \left( \frac{\pi + \phi + \phi'}{2n} \right) F[kL'a'(\phi + \phi')] + \cot \left( \frac{\pi + (\phi + \phi')}{2n} \right) F[kL'ma'(\phi + \phi')] + \right]$$  

(2.11)

and where the transition function $F(x)$ is defined as

$$F(x) = 2j\pi e^{ix} \int_{-\pi}^{\pi} e^{-j\tau} d\tau,$$  

(2.12)

$$a^\pm(\beta) = 2 \cos \left( \frac{2n\pi \pm \beta}{2} \right),$$  

(2.13)

where $N^\pm$ are integers which satisfy,

$$2\pi n N^\pm - \beta = \pm \pi,$$  

(2.14)

where $n$ describes the wedge angle in radians by

$$n = 2 - \frac{WA}{\pi}.$$  

(2.15)

Because the wedge is made of flat plates

$$L_i = L_m = L^o = \frac{\rho \rho'}{\rho + \rho'},$$  

(2.16)
Two codes for UTD solutions were written for both hard and soft polarization. These codes are included in the Appendix C. Note that these two codes use two subroutine (WDC.FOR and FTrF.FOR) to determine the wedge diffraction coefficient and the Fresnel transition function, which were developed at OSU. The exact values used in the UTD code are given in Chapter 3.

**Method of Moments (MoM).** MoM is one of the most widely used numerical methods in electromagnetics. MoM can be used to solve any linear operator equation by treating the equation as a system of linear equations. MoM determines the equivalent scattering currents and then uses the electric or magnetic field integral equations to determine the scattered fields. The currents can be found by using testing functions and basis functions. In this method, the equivalent scattering currents representing small wires or strips are found.

The two codes were used in this study for the TMz (Hz = 0) and TEz (Ez = 0) polarizations. The TMz polarization code was developed by myself and uses point testing functions (delta functions) and pulse basis functions (see Figure 8). For accuracy the length of the modes was kept beneath 0.1λ. This code can handle PEC loaded scatterers as well. For this study, only PEC scatters were considered. The TEz code was a singly-periodic code for dipoles [19].

![Pulse Basis Functions](image1.png)

![Piecewise Sinusoid Basis Functions](image2.png)

**Figure 8. MoM Basis Functions.** These are graphical representations of the two different basis functions on a thin strip used in this study.

This code handles singly periodic structures which are periodic and infinite in the \( \hat{z} \) direction. This code also can handle PEC and loaded structures as well as active elements.
This code used piece wise sinusoid functions for basis functions, therefore for accuracy the length of the modes must be kept beneath 0.5λ (see Figure 8). These codes required only a Sun workstation to run and each run took around 10 minutes.

**Periodic Moment Method (PMM).** The periodic moment method is a derivation of the moment method which finds the transmission and reflection coefficients for doubly-infinite arrays of scatterers using Floquet's theorem. The code used was version 3.1 by Henderson [2]. In this study the code was set up to use piece wise sinusoid basis functions. This code can handle arrays of slots and dipoles as well as slabs of dielectrics. To use this code, local periodicity was assumed. The code output was the plane wave reflection and transmission coefficients for orthogonal and parallel polarizations. This numerical method was used to determine the scattering from the periodic structures and the results were then used to design the tapers. The code has been mathematically and experimentally verified and was a very easy code to implement.

**Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD).** The conceptually simplest of all the numerical methods is FDTD. FDTD, first proposed by Yee [20], uses a central differencing technique to solve for Maxwell's equations directly in the time domain. The FDTD solutions were quite memory and time intensive on computational facilities (the runs required 50 MB of RAM and 5 hours of run time on a Silicon Graphics workstation). However, this method was able to handle inhomogenous media very easily and the output was inverse Fourier transformed to give frequency information from 0 to 70 GHz. The grid size was determined by the minimum time step and the smallest size of scatterers to be modeled. The number of time steps was determined by the amount of time required for the field to completely propagate through the medium [21]. The code used was TEARHTFI.FOR Version C developed by Luebbers [3] for the United States Air Force. This code used a second order Liao boundary condition [22] and standard near to far zone transform.
Summary

This chapter outlined the current knowledge on the subject of creating inductive or capacitive periodic surfaces. The analytic solutions presented were not used in this study due to the computational efficiency and ease of numerical analysis. The different numerical analyses used in this study were also outlined. The implementation of the numerical methods will be explained in more detail in Chapter 3.
Chapter 3: Methodology

Introduction

Overview. This chapter describes the methodology used in this study. In the first section, the taper design methodology is explained. The second section covers how the tapers were built. The third section covers how the measurements were made. The last section covers the numerical analysis of the tapers. Also any assumptions or possible sources of error are identified.

Methodology in Design of the Tapers

Overview. This section describes how the tapers were designed. The tapers designed had capacitive or inductive properties. The desired properties of a taper design were the impedance match both ends of the taper (the ground plane edge and the free space edge) and the continuous tapering in the design (no discontinuities). These properties must occur over an appreciable bandwidth between 2-18 GHz. The difficulty with both capacitive and inductive designs was to create either a large enough capacitance or inductance. Henderson’s PMM code [2] was used to study the frequency range 2-18 GHz for the crucial edge of the taper (free space edge for inductive taper and ground plane edge for capacitive taper). For each design, both a long and a short taper were developed. The long taper was $2\lambda$ at the lowest frequency (30 cm) and the short taper was $1\lambda$ at the lowest frequency (15 cm). From the first measurements, a second inductive and capacitive taper were developed.

Test Platform. Since the results from this study were to ultimately develop better tapering mechanisms for antennas, the tapers needed to be effective at near grazing incidence. To study the effectiveness of the taper designs, a platform was tried to simulate an semi-infinite thin ground plane (a 2D wedge where $n = 2$). The edge must be at least $5\lambda$ (75 cm for 2 GHz) long to simulate a 2D edge. Also for a plane wave assumption, the
source must be at least $5\lambda$ away from the edge. The AFIT Model Shop built the platform for the measurements. To minimize edge diffraction from the sides of the ground plane, the AEL horn was mounted at the apex of a triangular plate. The triangular plate was then mounted on a 2 inch styrofoam substrate for stability. The rear of the styrofoam substrate had the right angle edges cut off to form two $45^\circ$ angle edges (this should reduce the small amount of scattering from the styrofoam substrate). The styrofoam extended 30 cm beyond the long edge of the triangle to support the impedance taper designs. The AEL horn antenna was then mounted by a wooden bracket to the apex of the triangle. The entire structure was then mounted a rotational platform by attaching a quarter-inch plywood plate under the styrofoam substrate. Since the distance from the antenna to the edge is more than $5\lambda$, the plane wave incidence on the edge was fairly valid. See Figure 9 for the setup for the antenna platform.

**Inductive Tapers.** For the inductive tapers, the crucial edge was the free space edge (high impedance). Therefore, in the design of inductive tapers, it was important to develop the free space side so that the inductance was very high over the frequency band. To use Henderson's PMM code to develop the free space side of the inductive taper, the transmission coefficient was computed for the entire frequency range of interest (2-18 GHz). The design for the free space edge of the taper should have a high transmission coefficient (close to 0 dB) over the bandwidth. By determining the free space side of the taper, the rest of the taper was determined by linearly varying the taper variable (wire spacing in design #1 and slot length in design #2) to the ground plane edge. The first design was made by using the inductive properties of a parallel wire grid with tapered spacing. The second design used the inductive properties of thin slots by tapering slot length in a skewed slot array.
Figure 9. Antenna Platform for Measurements. This platform was designed to simulate a near grazing plane wave upon a 2D edge. The Aluminum ground plane should be illuminated only at the long edge (tapered edge). The entire structure was then mounted as an antenna and measured both with and without tapers for both polarizations. The styrofoam substrate was to provide stability for the tapers and the ground plane. The rear edges cut in the styrofoam were to reduce any small amount of scattering from the styrofoam substrate.
Inductive Taper Design #1. A parallel wire grid with constant radius wires with varying spacing was used as the first inductive taper. The largest spacing that had a high transmission coefficient over the frequency domain was 1 cm (see Figure 10). The wires were attached to a 2 mil poly-ethylene plastic sheet which was then attached to the styrofoam substrate. The wires that were available were made out of copper coated steel welding rods and were 91.44 cm long and had a 1/32 inch radius. These wires were then attached to the plastic with scotch tape. The spacing was linearly increased from 0 to 1 cm over the length of the taper (see Figure 11). A long (30 cm) and a short (15 cm) parallel wire taper were constructed and tested.

![Transmission Coefficient vs Frequency (Inductive Design #1)](image)

**Figure 10.** Transmission Coefficient vs Frequency for Inductive Design #1. This is the graph of the transmission coefficient for the free space edge of the first inductive taper computed using PMM at $10^0$ off grazing incidence. This design is for a parallel wire grid of constant radius (1/32 inch) wires with 1 cm spacing.
Figure 11. Inductive Taper Design #1. This was the first inductive taper design. Each wire had the same radius (1/32 inch). The spacing was linearly increased from 0 cm (ground plane edge) to 1 cm (free space end).

Inductive Taper Design #2. The second inductive taper was developed by using the inductive properties of thin slots. The impedance taper was made by increasing length of slots in a skewed array over the length of the taper (See Figure 13). The largest slot that had a high transmission coefficient over the frequency band was 350 mils (See Figure 12). This time the design was photo etched upon a 10 mil dielectric substrate ($\varepsilon_r = 4.5$). The minimum line width for the photo etch process was 5 mils; therefore, the length of the slots was linearly tapered from 5 mils to 350 mils. The slot width was held constant at 5 mils. Two inductive tapers were made using this design (15 and 30 cm long) and then tested.
Figure 12. Transmission Coefficient vs Frequency for Inductive Design #2. This is the graph of the transmission coefficient for the free space edge of the second inductive taper computed using PMM at 10° off grazing incidence. This design was a skewed slot array of constant slot width (5 mils) wires with slot length 350 mils.

Capacitive Tapers. For the capacitive tapers, the edge that was difficult was the ground plane edge. The difficulty was to develop a design that had large capacitance (low impedance) over a large bandwidth. Using Henderson's PMM code, the reflection coefficient was measured over the bandwidth. The reflection coefficient for the ground plane side should be very close to unity (0 dB) over the bandwidth. Two separate capacitive tapers were designed. The first capacitive taper was developed by having thin strips of tapering lengths and constant center-to-center spacing. The second capacitive taper was made of two arrays of thin strips with tapered lengths and constant center-to-center spacing with a thin dielectric substrate slab in between them. The second array was offset from the first array by half of a center-to-center spacing.
Inductive Taper Design #2. This was the second inductive taper design. Each slot had the same width (5 mils). The slot length was linearly increased from 5 mils (ground plane edge) to 350 mils (free space end).

Capacitive Taper Design #1. The first capacitive taper was made by spraying on thin strips using copper paint on a thin sheet of paper. The strips had a constant center to center spacing with a linearly decreasing strip width on a thin drafting paper with very near unity dielectric constant (See Figure 14). The strips had very high impedance due to difficulty in painting small straight strips over 90 cm long. Since these strips were hand painted, the smallest gap between strips was only 0.5 mm. From Henderson's code, the largest strip that had a high reflection coefficient was 5.5 mm (see Figure 15); therefore, the center to center spacing was 6 mm. The measured results from this first capacitive taper are very questionable due to the crude manufacturing. No short taper was made.
Figure 14. Capacitive Taper Designs #1 and #2. Both of the capacitive tapers had constant center-to-center spacing between the PEC strips. The strip widths were varied linearly from the ground plane edge to the free space edge. The first capacitive design strip width was tapered from 5.5 mm to 0.5 mm. The second capacitive design strip width was tapered from 330 mils to 5 mils. Also the second taper had another tapered array of strips on the bottom of the dielectric substrate that was offset by 167.5 mils.
Figure 15. Reflection Coefficient vs Frequency for Capacitive Design #1. This is the graph of the reflection coefficient for the ground plane edge of the first capacitive taper computed using PMM at 10° off grazing incidence. This design was a thin strip array of constant center-to-center spacing (6 mm) with strip width 5.5 mm.

**Capacitive Taper Design #2.** The second taper was photo etched on a 10 mil dielectric substrate (with a 5 mil minimum line width). The dielectric substrate had a dielectric constant of 4.5 over 2-18 GHz. The second capacitive taper design had a constant center to center spacing design with varying strip widths. This design had a second array of thin strips on the bottom of the dielectric substrate (to increase the capacitance). The bottom array was the same as the top array except that it was offset by half of a center-to-center spacing (See Figure 14). The widest strip that had a 5 mil gap and a large reflection coefficient over the entire bandwidth was 330 mils wide (See Figure 16). The strip widths were therefore linearly tapered from 330 to 5 mils. Therefore, the center-to-center spacing for the second capacitive design was 335 mils. For the second capacitive design, two tapers were built (15 and 30 cm long) and tested at OSU-ESL compact range.
Figure 16. Reflection Coefficient vs Frequency for Capacitive Design #2. This is the graph of the reflection coefficient for the ground plane edge of the second capacitive taper computed using PMM at 10° off grazing incidence. This design was for two thin strip arrays of constant center-to-center spacing (335 mils), with strip width tapered from 330 mils to 5 mils.

Experimentally Measure the Data

Overview. This section explains how the data was experimentally taken. The antenna platform and tapers were explained in the earlier section. In each experiment, the antenna platform without the edge taper was measured and then the platform with the tapers were measured. The measurements were made on two separate days. The first day the first inductive tapers and the first capacitive taper were measured. On the second day, the second inductive and capacitive tapers were measured. When determining the effectiveness of the tapers, the comparison between with taper and no taper measurements must be on the same day, because no calibration was done between each day’s measurements.
Compact Range. The compact range used a parabolic reflector to create a far field observation point. There are two receive antennas at the focal point of the reflector, one for each principle polarization. In the center of the range, there is a platform with a rotator which supports the entire antenna platform. (See Figure 17).

The Measured Data. The total field was measured in dB for a variety of angles and frequencies. The angles recorded were the bistatic angles, because the source was fixed for all measurements (about 4.7° from grazing off the triangular ground plane). The first measurements were azimuth scans (90°-270° in 0.5° increments) at discrete frequencies (2-18 GHz in 2 GHz increments). The second measurements were frequency scans (2-18 GHz in 20 MHz increments) at discrete azimuth angles (90°, 120°, and 150°). For the inductive tapers, the American Electronics Laboratory (AEL) source horn was mounted to have soft polarization (E-field is parallel to the edge) on the long edge. For the capacitive tapers, the AEL source horn was rotated to have hard polarization (E-field is orthogonal to the edge) on the long edge. The horn was mounted on the apex of the ground plane by a small wooden bracket that was epoxied to the structure. The antenna was rotated to the proper polarization and then bolted into the wooden bracket. The taper was attached to the styrofoam substrate with masking tape. The interface between the taper and the ground plane was taped over using copper tape to reduce scattering from the discontinuity. To attach the first inductive design, the first wire of the taper was placed next to the ground plane. To attach the first capacitive taper, the first strip was taped to the ground plane using copper tape. To attach the second taper designs to the ground plane, a four inch thick copper strip was photo etched on the dielectric substrate before the taper began. The four inch thick copper strip was then taped using copper tape to the ground plane to reduce scattering from this interface.
Figure 17. Compact Range Setup for Measuring the Bistatic Diffraction Pattern. This was the setup for measuring the bistatic diffraction. Note that the shadowed region was from 0° to 180° and the illuminated region was from 180° to 360°. The transmitting antenna should create an incident wave that is 4.7° off grazing incidence to the knife edge.

**Numerically Validate the Data**

**Overview.** Numerical techniques were then used to validate the measurements. Each of the following sections describes the numerical techniques used to validate the measurements. The types of numerical techniques used were the Uniform Theory of Diffraction (UTD), the Method of Moments (MoM), the Periodic Moment Method (PMM), and the Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) technique. For information on the limitations of each numerical technique see Chapter 2.
Uniform Theory of Diffraction (UTD). To ensure that the results of the no taper measurements were valid, UTD calculations for a knife edge (n = 2) were computed for comparison. The bistatic data was computed for both soft and hard polarizations for an infinite line source 30 inches (5 to 45 $\lambda$ for 2-18 GHz) from the knife edge at an angle of 4.7° from the ground plane. The results were then compared to the measured data for the no taper measurements to ensure that the simulation of a knife edge is valid.

Method of Moments (MoM). Two 2D MoM codes were used to validate the results from the first set of tapers. The first capacitive design was tested using a code developed by Skinner [19]. This code used the periodic moment method for singly infinite arrays (infinite in the $\hat{z}$ direction) for incident fields that are TE$_z$ polarized. To simulate the thin strips, thin dipoles (radius less than $\lambda/10$) are placed 4 radii apart from each other in the $\hat{z}$ direction, this simulated a continuous thin strip (See Figure 18). Capt. Skinner’s code used piecewise sinusoid basis functions requiring each mode to be no longer than $\lambda/2$. The output of Skinner’s code was the scattered field as a function of observation angle. The field was incident at an angle of 170°. The observed fields were measured from 0-360° in 0.5° increments. The antenna platform was modeled as a large thin strip (1m long) with a taper on one side. The results from the tapered edge were compared to the results from the large thin strip alone.

The first inductive taper was tested using a code developed by myself for the TM$_z$ polarization. The TM$_z$ code used pulse basis functions and point testing functions. To model the large thin strip, each mode was less than $\lambda/10$. To model the thin wire taper, two separate thin wire approximations were used. The wires that were placed closer together than 5 wire radii (5$r$) were represented by square wires with side length 1.45$r$ [1]. For the wires that were placed further apart than 5$r$, the wires were represented by thin strips with length 4$r$ [1] (See Figure 19). This taper is described in Figure 20. For a listing of the FORTRAN code see Appendix D.
Figure 18. MoM Model for Capacitive Design #1. This was the MoM model used to study the first capacitive design. The results from the bistatic scattering with the taper were compared to the results from the bistatic scattering with no taper.

Figure 19. Equivalent Thin Wire Approximations used in TMz MoM Code. The thin wires used in the first inductive design were approximated as square wires and thin strips [1].
Figure 20. MoM Model for Inductive Design #1. This is the MoM model used to study the first inductive design. The results from the bistatic scattering with both long and short tapers were compared to the results from the bistatic scattering with no taper.

**Determine the Effective Impedance.** The next step was to determine the actual impedance taper by determining the impedance from the reflection coefficient. This solution translates the reflection coefficient to a thin sheet impedance. Because the taper designs are very thin (about 10 mils), this approximation was valid up to the first resonance, beyond that resonance another method would have to be used. The equation to determine the effective sheet impedance $Z_s$ of the grid from the reflection coefficient, $R$, was

$$Z_s = \frac{-Z_0(1 + R)}{2R}, \text{ where.} \quad (3.1a)$$

$$Z_{\parallel} = Z_0 \cos \eta \quad (3.1b)$$

$$Z_{\perp} = \frac{Z_0}{\cos \eta} \quad (3.1c)$$

**Periodic Moment Method (PMM).** Henderson's PMM code was then used to determine the impedance as a function as length on the taper. By assuming local periodicity, the impedance at any point on the taper can be approximated by using the reflection coefficients from PMM. For PMM code listings see Appendix A.

For the first inductive design, the effective $\varepsilon_r$ of the array was set near zero so that the shape of the PWS approximate overlapping triangular functions. Overlapping triangular functions are better than the standard PWS for the parallel wires, because the
current on the wires should be constant in the \( \hat{z} \) direction for plane wave incidence. \( \Delta x \) was set to the spacing between wires (1 cm at the free space end). \( \Delta z \) was set to 0.25 cm and the wire radius was set to 1/32 inch. The length to width ratio was kept greater than 8:1 for accuracy of PMM. The incidence angle was defined by \( \alpha = 0 \) and \( \eta = 80 \). (See Figure 21)

![Figure 21. PMM Model for Inductive Design #1. This was the model for the parallel wire grid with variable spacing. The incident angle was defined by \( \alpha = 0 \) and \( \eta = 80 \). The overlapping dipoles had PWS basis functions. To ensure that the PWS approximate triangular functions, the effective \( \varepsilon \) was set to near zero.]

The PMM code was then used to model the first capacitive taper. The first capacitive taper (thin strips) were modeled by thin dipoles placed 4 wire radii apart. The wire radii of the dipoles were set very small (0.025 mils) so that the length to width ratio could be kept greater than 8:1 (for PMM accuracy). \( \Delta x \) was set equal to the equivalent wire width of the wire (0.1 mil), this allowed the dipoles to approximate a continuous thin strip. \( \Delta z \) was set to the center-to-center spacing (6 mm at the ground plane edge). The current on each dipole was modeled using five overlapping PWS modes. Since these dipoles were
finite in extent, the $\varepsilon_r$ was not set near zero because PWS offered the best basis function model. The incidence angle was defined by $\alpha = 90$ and $\eta = 80$. (See Figure 22)

**Top View**

Figure 22. PMM Model for Capacitive Design #1. This was the model for the thin strip grid with constant center-to-center spacing and varying length. The incident angle was defined by $\alpha = 90$ and $\eta = 80$.

The second inductive taper was then modeled using PMM. The skewed slot array kept a constant slot width (5 mils). The $Dz$ was set equal to the length of the slot (350 mils at the free space end) plus the line width (5 mils). The $Dx$ was set equal to the slot width plus the line width. The skewed array was modeled upon a thin (10 mils) dielectric slab ($\varepsilon_r = 4.5$). The current on each of the slots was modeled using five overlapping PWS modes. The incident angle was defined by $\alpha = 90$ and $\eta = 80$. (See Figure 23)

The second capacitive taper was then modeled using PMM. The thin strips were modeled as dipoles placed 4 wire radii (0.025 mils) apart. $Dx$ was set equal to the equivalent width of the dipoles (0.1 mils). $Dz$ was set equal to the center-to-center spacing (350 mils at the ground plane edge) plus the minimum gap size (5 mils). Next a thin dielectric slab (10 mils) was placed under the first array ($\varepsilon_r = 4.5$). A second identical thin strip array was placed under the dielectric and offset by half of $Dz$ (167.5 mils). The current on the dipoles was modeled using five overlapping PWS. The incident angle was defined by $\alpha = 90$ and $\eta = 80$. (See Figure 24)
Figure 23. PMM Model for Inductive Design #2. This was the model for the skewed slot array. The incident angle was defined by $\alpha = 90$ and $\eta = 80$.

Figure 24. PMM Model for Capacitive Design #2. This was the model for the second capacitive design. The incident angle was defined by $\alpha = 90$ and $\eta = 80$. 
Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD). Luebber's FDTD code [3] was then used to validate the second capacitive and inductive tapers. This code was run on a Silicon Graphics machine. To ensure that the dielectric slab (10 mils thick) could be modeled by the code the cell size was set to 0.4244 mm by 0.4244 mm which gave time steps of 1 psec. The dielectric constant for the styrofoam was set to 1.02 and the dielectric constant for the photo etch substrate was set to 4.5. The entire grid size for the FDTD run was 4300 by 700 (the Liao boundary condition is generally considered valid for grids which have less than a 10:1 rectangularity). The computer runs for this model required over 50 MB of RAM and several hours to run. The observation angles measured were 90°, 120°, 150°, 180°, 210°, 240°, and 270°. The time domain results were then Fourier transformed to echo width using a companion program to the Luebber's code. The results from these runs are given in Chapter 4. (See Figure 25)

Figure 25. FDTD Model for Capacitive Design #2. This was the FDTD model for the second capacitive design. The cell size of the grid was 0.4244 mm by 0.4244 mm. The time step was 1 psec. The incident angle was 170° and the observation angles were 90°, 120°, 150°, 180°, 210°, 240°, and 270°. The large strip was 1.5 m wide.
Summary

This chapter covered the methodology used in this study. The design methodology was examined and explained. The experimental setup used at OSU-ESL was detailed. The numerical models used were explained. The variables and angle definitions for numerical and experimental were explained. The results of the numerical and experimental analysis are given in Chapter 4.
Chapter 4: Results and Analysis

Introduction

Overview. This chapter reviews the results from the measurements and the numerical analysis done in this thesis. In the first section, the results from the PMM code are presented. In the next two sections, the results from the measurements of the first and second taper designs are outlined. The measurements and UTD validation are then given in the next section. In the last two sections, the results from the MoM code work and the FDTD code are presented. The only design not tested by numerical means was the second inductive taper. In each section, the sources of error and preliminary analysis of results are given.

PMM Output

Overview. This section covers the data generated by Henderson's PMM code. Specifically, the data was computed as a function of position on the taper and a function of frequency. The method of changing the PMM output from reflection coefficients to impedances through the first resonance was given in Chapter 3 (Equations 3.1 a-c). For additional results from PMM and PMM source code listings, see Appendix A.

Impedance Taper Edges as a Function of Frequency. Each impedance design had a crucial side of the taper (free space side for inductive taper and ground plane side for capacitive taper). Henderson's PMM code was used to find the reflection and transmission coefficients as functions of frequencies for the crucial edges. The coefficients were then transformed to impedances. For the inductive tapers, the free space edge needed to have high impedance (high transmission coefficient) over the frequency range. For capacitive tapers the ground plane edge needed to have low impedance (high reflection coefficient) over the frequency range.
Modeling the termination edges made the assumption of local periodicity invalid. However, the grating lobe problems presented by completely periodic structures modeled in PMM, would not necessarily occur in a tapered periodic surface. Therefore, the assumption of local periodicity would predict a grating lobe condition in a completely periodic structure that would not occur in a tapered periodic structure. In predicting an upper limit of design, the taper should actually perform better than PMM predictions.

The first inductive design's crucial edge was the free space edge. The edge was modeled using PMM as defined in Chapter 3. The first inductive design free space edge had high impedance only at 15 GHz. After 15 GHz (the resonance), the method used to determine the sheet impedance of the structure was no longer valid. In the valid frequency range, the real impedance was very low in comparison to the imaginary impedance, which corresponded to a lossless impedance. (See Figure 26)

**Impedance vs Frequency (Inductive Design #1)**

![Impedance vs Frequency Graph](image)

**Figure 26.** Impedance vs Frequency for the Free Space Edge of Inductive Design #1. Note that only at f = 15 GHz does the first inductive taper have a high value of impedance.
The second inductive design's crucial edge was the free space edge. The edge was modeled using PMM as defined in Chapter 3. The edge displayed high impedance at 8.5 GHz. The bandwidth of this edge was much larger than for the first inductive design, meaning that the free space edge of this taper had high impedance over a wider range of frequencies compared to the first inductive taper. Also the real impedance was still much smaller than the imaginary impedance, making the design appear lossless. The change in sign of the impedance at 8.5 GHz corresponded to the change from inductive to capacitive impedance at the resonant frequency of the slots. This phase shift could cause time dispersion in the time domain, by causing a phase shift between frequencies (in the time domain signal) below 8.5 GHz and frequencies above 8.5 GHz. The phase shift should not be a problem for constant frequency applications. (See Figure 27)

![Impedance vs. Frequency (Inductive Design #2)]

**Figure 27. Impedance vs Frequency for the Free Space Edge of Inductive Design #2.** Note that in this design, the resonant frequency occurred around 8.5 GHz.
The first capacitive design's crucial edge was the ground plane edge. The edge was modeled using PMM as defined in Chapter 3. The edge had low impedance (less than 100 ohms) over the frequency range 17-20 GHz. The taper appeared lossless due to very low real impedance over the entire frequency range. This taper was not resonant at the frequencies of interest and displayed no change in sign of the impedance. This design was constructed with a minimum line width of 0.5 mm. (See Figure 28)

**Impedance vs. Frequency (Capacitive Design #1)**

![Impedance vs. Frequency (Capacitive Design #1)](image)

**Figure 28.** Impedance vs Frequency for the Ground Plane Edge of Capacitive Design #1. Note the high impedance at lower frequencies.

The second capacitive design's crucial edge was the ground plane edge. The edge was modeled using PMM as defined in Chapter 3. The edge in the second capacitive design had much better characteristics than the first capacitive design. The impedance was very low (less than 5 ohms) over the frequency range 6-10 GHz. The resonance of the strips occurred around 8.5 GHz and introduced a phase shift (which again could be a problem in the time domain). The anti-resonance at 16 GHz showed where the ground plane edge failed, as well as where the impedance conversion was invalid. (See Figure 29)
Figure 29. Impedance vs Frequency for the Ground Plane Edge of Capacitive Design #2. Note that in this design, low impedance occurred in the range 6-10 GHz.

These results showed how well the crucial edge of each taper worked. One important fact to notice is that the real part of the impedance in each taper was very low in comparison to the imaginary impedance in all of the tapers. Therefore, the real part of the impedance will be ignored for the remainder of this study. In the first inductive taper, the impedance of the free space side was low except at 15 GHz. The impedance of the second inductive design was much higher than the first inductive taper which should make for a better taper. The first capacitive taper had a high impedance at the ground plane edge, while the second capacitive taper more closely matched the ground plane edge. The second designs had much better impedance characteristics and a much larger bandwidth than the first designs, but the second designs would cause dispersion in the time domain due to the phase shifts.
Impedance and Reflection Coefficient as a Function of Position on the Taper. By taking values along the taper and assuming local periodicity, the impedance as a function of position on the taper was found up to the first resonance. In each of these graphs, the reactance was graphed as a function of length from the ground plane side to the free space side. Due to the 8:1 length to width ratio required by PMM, impedances near free space on the capacitive side could not be calculated. Due to the equivalent wire width used by PMM, impedances near the ground plane side of the inductive tapers could not be calculated. Since the conversion method for impedances assumed a single resonance, the impedances could not be calculated for frequencies beyond than the first resonance. Also graphed are the reflection coefficients as a function of position on the taper, which were valid over the entire frequency range. The tapers are shown for frequencies 2, 6, 10, 14, and 18 GHz. Additional frequencies are given in Appendix A.

In the first inductive design, the spacing is varied from 0 to 1 cm over the length of the taper. From Figure 30, the taper impedance continuously increases from zero to the higher impedance of the taper edge. Note that for 18 GHz the inductive taper appeared to end early, this is due to the grating lobe situation that occurred at frequencies greater than 15 GHz preventing impedance calculations. The high impedance side of the taper over most of the frequency range was very low in comparison to free space. This low impedance at the free space edge indicated that this taper was very poor for frequencies below 15 GHz. Also note that this taper displayed no phase shift over the entire taper in the frequencies shown. The reflection coefficient as a function of position on the taper was valid over the entire frequency range (see Figure 31). Note that the reflection coefficient is high (near 70 dB) over the entire taper. The higher frequencies appeared to work better, but even the high frequencies did not have smooth gradual tapers to free space. (see Figures 30 and 31)
Figure 30. Impedance vs Length for Inductive Design #1. This has a relatively low impedance over the frequency range.

Figure 31. Reflection Coefficient vs Length for Inductive Design #1. Note the large discontinuity at the free space end.
The first capacitive design had the strip width varying from 5.5 mm to 0.5 mm over the length of the taper with a constant center-to-center spacing of 6 mm. From Figure 32, the taper did a nice continuous job of tapering the impedance from zero to near infinity. However, the ground plane edge had a significant discontinuity that is difficult to see in Figure 32. This taper displayed no phase shift over the frequency range and had high impedance values for the free space edge. The reflection coefficient as a function of position on the taper was valid over the entire frequency range (see Figure 33). The discontinuity between the ground plane and the taper were quite large (between 12 and 33 dB). The free space side was much more closely matched and should not provide as much scattering as from the ground plane and taper interface. (see Figures 32 and 33)

**Figure 32. Impedance vs Length for Capacitive Design #1.** This taper had large impedances at the free space edge.
Figure 33. Reflection Coefficient vs Length for Capacitive Design #1. Note the large discontinuities at the ground plane edge.

The second inductive taper was made by tapering slot lengths in a skewed array from 5 mils to 350 mils. Due to the finite length of the elements, resonances occurred in this taper. As the frequencies increased, the resonance slowly moved back (towards the ground plane) on the taper, because the slot lengths decreased in that direction. At the resonance, the impedance approaches positive infinity and the ground plane was exactly matched to free space (see Figure 34). On the free space side of the resonance, the reflection coefficient increased toward the free space edge of the taper (see Figure 35). The taper worked best when the resonance occurred near the end of the taper (around 8 GHz). When the resonance did not occur on the taper (frequencies less than 8 GHz), the taper did not work as well because of the high reflection coefficient at the free space edge. When the resonance occurs on the taper, but not on the end, there can additional scattering from the taper free space edge if the reflection coefficient at the free space end was not low enough (above 10 GHz). (See Figures 34 and 35)
Impedance vs Length of Taper (Inductive Design #2)

Figure 34. Impedance vs Length for Inductive Design #2. This taper did have resonances.

Reflection Coefficient vs Length of Taper (Inductive Design #2)

Figure 35. Reflection Coefficient vs Length of Inductive Design #2. Note that only around 8 GHz did the free space side have a low reflection coefficient.
The second capacitive design had tapered strip widths from 330 mils to 5 mils. The resonances occurred at approximately the same position on the taper. The lower frequencies approached the resonance at faster rate and have a more gradual taper (see Figure 36). At the resonance, the impedance approaches negative infinity and the ground plane was exactly matched to free space. On the ground plane side of the resonance, the reflection coefficient decreased from zero to large negative values (see Figure 37). On the free space side of the resonance, the reflection coefficient increased toward the free space edge. The reflection coefficient was still fairly low at the end of the taper over most of the frequency range. The ground plane interface was still a scattering source for low frequencies (due to low reflection coefficients) and high frequencies (due to a second resonance). This taper displayed the best reflection and impedance characteristics of all of the designs over the frequency range. (See Figures 36 and 37)

\[\text{Impedance vs Length of Taper (Capacitive Design #2)}\]

Figure 36. Impedance vs Length for Capacitive Design #2. This taper does have resonances, but has a higher bandwidth than the first capacitive taper.
Measurements Without the Dielectric Substrate. Henderson's PMM code was then used to determine the effect of the dielectric slab on the second impedance designs. If the dielectric slab had no effect, then some of the mathematical methods mentioned in Chapter 2 could have been used to check the results from PMM. The results from the PMM code without the dielectric slab showed a marked difference in both of the second designs when the dielectric is removed (See Figures 38 and 39). Therefore, the mathematical methods mentioned in Chapter 2 were not used to solve the second impedance designs.
Figure 38. Impedance vs Frequency for Free Space Edge of Inductive Design #2 Without the Dielectric Substrate. Note that without the dielectric slab, the impedance changes dramatically especially at higher frequencies.

Figure 39. Impedance vs Frequency for Ground Plane Edge of Capacitive Design #2 Without the Dielectric Substrate. Note that without the dielectric slab, the impedance changes dramatically.
Measured Results on the Impedance Taper Designs

Overview. This section covers the results from the two separate days of testing at OSU-ESL. Since the power output of the American Electronics Laboratory (AEL) horn was not calibrated each day, the results from one day's experiment can only be compared to the same day's data. Each pattern without a taper was compared to UTD solutions to test the ability of the antenna platform to simulate an infinite 2D knife edge. To smooth the data, a moving median was taken every 7 data points (1.5° on each side of the data point) for both the measured and computed data.

First Inductive Taper. The first inductive taper was measured and showed no improvement. There was no difference in the total field pattern except at 18 GHz. The improvement was slight at 18 GHz and only in the shallow shadow region (less than 30° in the shadow region). This improvement did correspond to the expectation from Figure 31 that 18 GHz would have the best results. For the other frequencies, the wires used were not able to produce high impedance and diffraction reduction was expected to be slight. The rest of the azimuth and frequency scans are in Appendix B.

First Capacitive Taper. The measurements made on the first capacitive taper design showed a very limited effect on the scattered field. The tapers were crudely made and therefore the results from these tapers are very questionable. Since the impedance of the strips was very high (some were open circuits), the PEC assumption no longer held true for these tapers. However, for 18 GHz there was a very slight reduction in the deep shadow region. This reduction was less than 5 dB and only appeared present at 18 GHz, which corresponded to the results presented in Figure 33. The azimuth and frequency scans for the first capacitive taper are in Appendix B.

Second Inductive Taper. The second inductive taper was measured. The results of this taper were slightly better than the first inductive taper. First the soft edge diffraction from the platform with no taper was then compared to UTD results for a knife
edge (incidence angle = 4.7° off the ground plane). The comparison of the UTD and measured results showed additional scattering sources than the knife edge (Figure 40). The scattering from the knife edge was predominant more than 30° into the shadowed region. Figure 41 shows the azimuth cut of the second inductive design at 10 GHz. Limited improvement was displayed in the region less than 30° in the shadow region at 10 GHz. The improvement did correspond to the results from Figure 35. Figures 42, 43, and 44 give the frequency scans of the second inductive design at the observation angles 90°, 120°, and 150° respectively. The only reduction in diffraction occurred in the near shadow region (30° in the shadow region or 150° observation angle). This taper might have worked better in the region less than 30° in the shadow region, but the additional scattering sources in the shallow shadow region might have overshadowed the effectiveness of the taper. The power levels for the deeper shadow region were very low and reduction in the far shadow region was difficult to determine. The taper seemed to be ineffective at most look angles and frequencies. The rest of the azimuth and frequency scans for the second inductive taper are in Appendix C.

**Total Field vs Azimuth Angle (Soft Polarization)**

![Graph](image)

**Figure 40.** Comparison of UTD and Measured Results From the Knife Edge. Note the additional scattering in the region less than 30° in the shadow region.
Figure 41. Azimuth Cut of Inductive Design #2 at 10 GHz. Note that this design had a limited improvement in the range 15° to 30° in the shadow region.

Figure 42. Frequency Sweep for Inductive Design #2 at 90° in the Shadow Region. This graph showed no improvement over the entire frequency range at 90° in the shadow region.
Figure 43. Frequency Sweep for Inductive Design #2 at 120° in the Shadow Region. This graph showed no improvement over the entire frequency range at 120° in the shadow region.

Figure 44. Frequency Sweep for Inductive Design #2 at 150° in the Shadow Region. This graph showed no improvement over most of the frequency range at 150° in the shadow region. Only the frequency range 3-10 GHz showed moderate improvement.
Second Capacitive Taper. The second capacitive taper showed a marked improvement over a bare edge. First the hard edge diffraction from the platform with no taper was then compared to UTD results for a knife edge (incidence angle = 4.7° off the ground plane). The comparison of the UTD and measured results showed additional scattering sources than the knife edge (Figure 45) in the region less than 30° into the shadowed region. Figure 46 shows the azimuth cut of the second inductive design at 10 GHz. Marked improvement was displayed in the region more than 30° in the shadow region for both the long and short tapers. Figures 47, 48, and 49 give the frequency scans of the second capacitive design at the observation angles 90°, 120°, and 150° respectively. The second capacitive design seemed to work well over a wide frequency range, 5-15 GHz, which agreed with the results from Figure 37. The taper did not seem to be effective in the region less than 30° in the shadow region possibly due to the additional scattering sources. The rest of the azimuth and frequency scans are in Appendix C.

![Total Field vs Azimuth Angle (Hard Polarization)](image)

**Figure 45.** Comparison of UTD and Measured Results From the Knife Edge. The results showed additional scattering when the observation was less than 30° in the shadowed region.
Figure 46. Azimuth Cut of Capacitive Design #2 at 10 GHz. Note that this design showed improvement more than 30° in the shadow region.

Figure 47. Frequency Sweep for Capacitive Design #2 at 90° in the Shadow Region. This graph showed a 10 dB reduction over the frequency range 6-16 GHz at 90° in the shadow region.
Figure 48. Frequency Sweep for Capacitive Design #2 at 120° in the Shadow Region. This graph showed a 5 dB improvement over the frequency range 6-16 GHz at 120° in the shadow region.

Figure 49. Frequency Sweep for Inductive Design #2 at 150° in the Shadow Region. This graph showed no improvement over the entire frequency range at 150° in the shadow region.
MoM Results on First Taper Designs

First Inductive Taper. The first inductive taper was then modeled using a MoM code developed by myself with pulse basis functions and point testing functions. To model the effectiveness of the taper, a long (1m) thin strip was modeled using the code both with one edge tapered and without any edge tapers. The scattered fields from the large strip (1m) were then compared with modifications using short and long tapers. The MoM measurements were bistatic azimuth cuts at every 0.5° (incident field at 10° from grazing). The measurements were made at 2, 10, 18 GHz. Each TMz MoM computer run took about 10 minutes on a Sun workstation. The results at 10 GHz showed negligible improvement over the bistatic scans (See Figure 50). The remainder of the MoM data showed no improvement (See Appendix D for the rest of the data).

Scattered Field vs Azimuth Angle (Inductive Design #1)

![Graph showing scattered field vs azimuth angle for inductive design #1](image)

Figure 50. Comparison of MoM Results for Inductive Design #1. The graph above shows no improvement for inductive taper design #1 at 10 GHz.
**First Capacitive Taper.** The first capacitive taper was then modeled using the TEz MoM code developed by Skinner [19]. The comparison was made between the long thin strip (1m) with no edge taper and the long thin strip with one edge tapered (30 cm taper). The MoM measurements were bistatic azimuth cuts at every 0.5° (incident field at 10° off grazing). The measurements were made at 2, 10, 18 GHz. Each TEz MoM run took about 15 minutes on a Sun workstation. The calculations at 10 GHz showed an improvement for the first capacitive taper (See Figure 51). The capacitive taper seemed to work especially well at 18 GHz. (See Appendix D for the rest of the data)

The MoM results followed the measured data. The first inductive taper did not work very well, because of the inability to increase inductance enough with straight wires. The TMz MoM code showed no positive effect on the bistatic scattering from the first inductive taper. One possible source of error in the TMz code was the use of the thin wire approximation with the close proximity of the wires. The first capacitive taper appeared from the early PMM work to be an effective taper design. The TEz MoM results validated that the first capacitive taper could work as a taper design. The MoM results could not be experimentally validated, due to the crude manufacturing of the first capacitive taper making the measurements dubious.
Scattered Field vs Azimuth Angle (Capacitive Design #1)

Figure 51. Comparison of MoM Results for Capacitive Design #1. The graph above showed improvement for capacitive taper design #1 at 10 GHz. The taper seemed to be effective from 200° to 1400°.

FDTD Results on Second Capacitive Taper Design

Second Capacitive Taper. The second capacitive taper was modeled using the FDTD code developed by Luebbers. The model used to study the capacitive taper is given in Chapter 3. The result from the FDTD code for the 90° observation angle is given in Figure 48. The FDTD data did support the measurements that showed a reduction in diffraction due to the second capacitive taper.

Also FDTD supported the measurements since no noticeable reduction was made in diffraction until the observation was greater than 30° in the shadow region in both the FDTD model and the measurements. The FDTD results showed improvement for the long taper over the short taper only at lower frequencies (less than 6 GHz). This result agreed with the measurements. The type of taper (linear, binomial, triangular, etc.) should only matter when the taper is shorter electrically. The FDTD results suggested that the second
capacitive taper was effective in the range 2-13 GHz. This result tended to support the experimental data, where the second capacitive taper was effective in reducing deep shadow fields in the frequency range 6-16 GHz.

Also the FDTD results showed additional scattering for the no taper design in the shallow shadow region (which are noted in Figures 16 and 17). FDTD was then used to try and isolate the sources of additional scattering. First slope diffraction was considered, but since the source was a simple source, no slope diffraction could occur. Second, the scattering from the 2 inch thick styrofoam was considered. In the FDTD measurements of the entire antenna platform, the dielectric constant of the styrofoam was assumed to be 1.02. However, the actual dielectric constant of the styrofoam used was too low for measurement accuracy. Therefore, the dielectric constant could have much higher than 1.02 (possibly as high as 1.2). Therefore, FDTD was used to determine the scattering from the 2 inch thick styrofoam alone (without the ground plane or taper design) as a function of the dielectric constant. The values of 1.02, 1.1 and 1.2 were used for the dielectric constant. The FDTD results from the dielectric substrate alone showed considerable scattering in the region less than 30° in the shadow region (see Figure 53) for all three dielectric constants. Figure 53 shows the scattered field as a function of observation angle and dielectric constant and the scattered field was above 5 dB for most of the shallow shadow region. The observation angles were taken from 45° to -45° in 5° increments. The cell size was be made much larger (1.5 mm by 1.5 mm), since there was no thin dielectric substrate to model. The FDTD results also showed that this additional scattering occurred over the entire frequency range of interest (see Figure 54). Therefore, at least part of the additional scattering was due to scattering from the styrofoam substrate.
Figure 52. Comparison of FDTD Results for Capacitive Design #2. The graph above shows improved for the second capacitive taper design up to 13 GHz. The incident field was at $10^\circ$ and the far field observation angle was $90^\circ$.

Figure 53. Scattered Field from the Styrofoam Substrate Alone as a Function of Observation Angle. The graph above shows the scattering from the 2 inch thick styrofoam alone for different dielectric constants at 10 GHz.
Figure 54. Scattered Field from the Styrofoam Substrate Alone as a Function of Frequency. The graph above shows the scattering from the 2 inch thick styrofoam alone for different dielectric constants at a look angle of 90°.

Summary

This chapter covered the results and analysis of this study. The tapers were designed using Henderson’s PMM code and were tested at a compact range. The tapers were also modeled using UTD, MoM and FDTD codes. The inductive tapers did not work very well. The first capacitive taper was crudely made and showed only limited improvement. The second capacitive taper worked very well over a wide frequency range in both the measurements and numerical data. The FDTD code was also used to try to identify sources of additional scattering.
Chapter 5: Conclusions and Future Studies

Introduction

Overview. This chapter covers the conclusions from the results of the study and suggests future work for periodic tapers. The success of all four taper designs used in this study are covered in the first section. The future work section covers suggestions for different taper designs and better methodology for studying tapered periodic surfaces.

Success of the Taper Designs

Inductive Tapers. The inductive taper designs were not very successful. The first inductive taper's experimental results showed very limited diffraction reduction in the shallow shadow region at 18 GHz. The TMz MoM analysis of the first inductive taper showed the design had a very small diffraction reduction. The large diameter wires in the first taper were a problem, since the inductance of the free space edge could not be increased enough by spacing alone (due to grating lobe problems). The second inductive taper showed more promise to work as a taper design from the PMM results. The experimental measurements showed a larger reduction in the shallow shadow region for the second inductive taper as compared to the first inductive taper. However, the reduction was still slight and only over a small frequency range (8-10 GHz). The slot array was also unable to impedance match the free space end.

 Capacitive Tapers. The capacitive tapers were more successful in reducing edge diffraction. The first capacitive taper measurements displayed a small reduction in the scattering, but the crude manufacturing made these results highly suspect. The TEz MoM code model of this taper did show a slight improvement for the first capacitive design. One good characteristic of this first capacitive design was that the impedance was entirely capacitive over the entire frequency range. This characteristic is good for time domain applications, due to the fact that the phase shift by the taper is constant and will not produce
time dispersion. The second capacitive taper was highly effective over a large frequency bandwidth (6-16 GHz). The long version of the second capacitive taper did work better than the short version of the second capacitive taper, but only for low frequencies. The second capacitive taper had the best match of all the tapers for both the ground plane and free space edges. The second taper did have resonances which would produce dispersion in a time domain signal. This property, while unwanted for time domain applications, is not terrible for continuous frequency applications.

**Future Work**

**Overview.** This section covers future work suggested by the results to further the development and understanding of periodic taper design. There are limitless types of periodic structures which could be used for their inductive or capacitive properties. Improvements could also have been made in the measurements and modeling used in this thesis. There are also several different applications which were not studied in this paper.

**Inductive Tapers.** The inductive taper designs were not successful, but future designs might be effective. One improvement to the first inductive design would be to load the parallel wire grid at the free space edge. If these wires were loaded, the free space edge of the taper would have a higher impedance and match free space better. A loaded taper may still have high power applications. The power of the antenna should be reduced at the free space end of the taper so that a high resistive (or inductive) wire would not heat up a great amount. Also, the heat dissipated in a transient antenna would be reduced, because the average power of a transient antenna is much lower than for a continuous wave antenna. The parallel wire grid would not have a phase shift over the frequency range and would work well for time domain applications. Another improvement to the first design, would be to use thinner wires (which have more inductance and can be spaced closer together). To improve the second inductive design, a lower dielectric constant dielectric might improve the inductive capabilities of the taper. The thin dielectric slab acted as a
 capacitive sheet and by reducing the dielectric constant, the capacitance of the design would be reduced. Another improvement might be to increase the width of the slots, which would increase the transmission coefficient at the free space end of the taper. Wider slots would also result in a decrease in the bandwidth. Finally, for future inductive tapers, other designs need to be tested. There are several ways to create inductance with periodic geometries and these geometries can easily be tapered to create new inductive tapers.

**Capacitive Tapers.** The capacitive tapers were successful in reducing edge diffraction. One improvement to the first capacitive taper would be to change from constant center-to-center spacing to constant gap size (the gap size is the length of the gap between strips). This change would make for a more continuous taper design and increase the bandwidth of the taper. Another improvement to the first taper would be to load the free space edge of the taper. This would reduce the scattering from the free space end of the taper. Due to the success of the second capacitive taper, this type of design shows good possibilities. To improve the second capacitive taper, one might try the changes mentioned above for the first capacitive taper. Another taper improvement would be to try different periodic geometries that create capacitive impedance. Discrete capacitive elements would be better for bandwidth and continuous tapers, however, these discrete elements would resonate and prevent time domain applications. Therefore, depending upon the application, the taper could be improved in a variety of ways.

**Measurements.** The measurements in this study were bistatic measurements. Monostatic (or backscatter) measurements would also be of interest especially for RCS reduction. Monostatic measurements would be much easier to perform and would not require such a large structure for measurements. Also monostatic measurements would not require all the assumptions that were needed in a bistatic study. If a similar antenna platform was to be used in a future study, the dielectric constant of the styrofoam must be measured for proper modeling. For a dielectric constant so close to unity, a cavity
resonance method of measuring the dielectric constant would be needed instead of the waveguide method. Other future work would be to attach the tapers directly to antennas much like edge cards. Another major area of study for these periodic tapers would be in the reduction in edge scattering from a finite size radome. For better modeling of the tapers, singly-periodic PMM codes could be used instead of Henderson's PMM code. This would allow the tapers be designed without having to assume local periodicity. To improve the modeling of the platform using FDTD, the entire structure (including the source antenna) should be modeled using a 3D total field FDTD code. This would get rid of the plane wave incidence approximation and the 2D approximation. By modeling the entire structure, the additional sources of scattering would be easier to determine. There are many different measurements that could be of interest using these periodic tapers.

**Overview**

This study was a preliminary review of the use of capacitive and inductive periodic structures as impedance tapers. In this study, effective tapers were designed, built, modeled, and measured. MoM provided a valid model for the first capacitive and inductive designs. FDTD provided a valid model for the more complex second capacitive taper. The design technique of using Henderson's PMM code and assuming local periodicity seemed to model the impedance tapers well. Future work would include better measurement techniques and better periodic taper designs.
APPENDIX A

RESULTS FROM PMM OUTPUT

This appendix contains the all the results from PMM. The first results are the PMM source code listings. Also in this appendix are all the impedance and reflection coefficient values calculated from the PMM codes.

This is the PMM code listing for the first inductive taper.

```
TITLE "Inductive Design #1"
PLOTFILE wire100.plt
FREQUENCY 1,20,.1
ETA = 80
ALPHA = 0

ANGLE ALPHA, ETA
SPACING = 1.00
DX = SPACING
DZ = .25
SET MODE SINE
NONSKEWED GRID DX, DZ = DZ

RADIUS=2.54/32
WIDTH = 4*RADIUS
DIPOLE ARRAY WIDTH, .001, (.001,0.)
  NODE 10,0,0
  NODE 20,0,DZ
  NODE 30,0,-DZ
  SEGMENT 20,10,20
  SEGMENT 30,10,30
  MODE 10,20,30
END ARRAY
XEQ
EXIT
```
This is the PMM code listing for the first capacitive taper.

TITLE "Capacitive Design #1"
PLOTFILE slot055.plt
FREQUENCY 1,20,1
ETA = 80
ALPHA=90

This is the first capacitive design composed of parallel thin strips which have constant center to center spacing and varying length. The length is varied from .5 cm to .55 cm and the spacing is .6 cm.

the length is given in cm

LENGTH=.55

HALFLENGTH=LENGTH/2.
QUARTERLENGTH=LENGTH/4.
THIRDLENGTH=LENGTH/3.
EIGHTHLENGTH=LENGTH/8.
SIXLENGTH=LENGTH/6.

WIREWIDTH=0.001*2.54
DX=WIREWIDTH
DZ=.6
HALFDZ=DZ/2.

ANGLE ALPHA, ETA
SET MODE SINE
NONSKEWED GRID DX, DZ = DZ

DIPOLE ARRAY WIREWIDTH, .001
NODE 1,0,HALFLENGTH
NODE 2,0,THIRDLENGTH
NODE 3,0,SIXLENGTH
NODE 4,0,0
NODE 5,0,-SIXLENGTH
NODE 6,0,-THIRDLENGTH
NODE 7,0,-HALFLENGTH
SEGMENT 1,1,2
SEGMENT 2,2,3
SEGMENT 3,3,4
SEGMENT 4,4,5
SEGMENT 5,5,6
SEGMENT 6,6,7
MODE 2,1,2
MODE 3,2,3
MODE 4,3,4
MODE 5,4,5
MODE 6,5,6
END ARRAY
PMM$ACCURACY=50000
XEQ
EXIT
This is the PMM code listing for the second inductive taper.

TITLE "Inductive Design #2"
PLOTFILE IND350.PLT
NOSHOW ALL
SHOW COEFFICIENTS
FREQUENCY 1,20,.1
ETA = 80
ALPHA = 90

! This is the second inductive design composed of single skewed slot
! array on a thin (10 mil) dielectric substrate. The width of the slots is kept
! to the minimum line width (5 mil). The length of the slots is varied from
! 5 mil to 350 mil. The spacing from each slot to the next is the average length
! of the slots plus the minimum line width.
! the length is given in inches
LENGTHIN=0.350
LENGTH=LENGTHIN*2.54
INMIN = 0.005
CMMIN=INMIN*2.54
WIDTH=0.005*2.54
HALFLENGTH=LENGTH/2.
QUARTERLENGTH=LENGTH/4.
THIRDLENGTH=LENGTH/3.
EIGHTHLENGTH=LENGTH/8.
SIXLENGTH=LENGTH/6.

ANGLE ALPHA, ETA
DX = WIDTH+CMMIN
DZ = LENGTH+CMMIN

SET MODE SINE
SKEWED GRID DX, DZ = DZ
SLOT ARRAY WIDTH, .001
   NODE 1,0,HALFLENGTH
   NODE 2,0,THIRDLENGTH
   NODE 3,0,SIXLENGTH
   NODE 4,0,0
   NODE 5,0,-SIXLENGTH
   NODE 6,0,-THIRDLENGTH
   NODE 7,0,-HALFLENGTH
SEGMENT 1,1,2
SEGMENT 2,2,3
SEGMENT 3,3,4
SEGMENT 4,4,5
SEGMENT 5,5,6
SEGMENT 6,6,7
MODE 2,1,2
MODE 3,2,3
MODE 4,3,4
MODE 5,4,5
MODE 6,5,6
END ARRAY
SLAB 0.010*2.54,(4.5,0.), (1.,0.)
XEQ
EXIT
This is the PMM code listing for the second capacitive taper.

TITLE "Capacitive Design #2"
PLOTFILE cap330.plt
NOSHOW ALL
SHOW COEFFICIENTS
FREQUENCY 1,20,1
ETA = 80
ALPHA=90

! This is the second capacitive design composed of two arrays of thin
! strips with constant center to center spacing with a thin (10mil) dielectric
! in between the arrays. The strip length is varied from .005 mil to .330 mil.
! The spacing is held constant to .335 mil.
!
! The length is given in mils.
LENGTHIN=0.330
LENGTH=LENGTHIN*2.54
HALFLENGTH=LENGTH/2.
QUARTERLENGTH=LENGTH/4.
THIRDLENGTH=LENGTH/3.
EIGHTHLENGTH=LENGTH/8.
SIXLENGTH=LENGTH/6.

WIREWIDTH=0.001*2.54
DX=WIREWIDTH
DZ=(0.335*2.54)
HALFDZ=DZ/2.
ANGLE ALPHA, ETA
SET MODE SINE
NONSKEWED GRID DX, DZ = DZ

DIPOLE ARRAY WIREWIDTH, .001
    NODE 1,0,HALFLENGTH
    NODE 2,0,THIRDLENGTH
    NODE 3,0,SIXLENGTH
    NODE 4,0,0
    NODE 5,0,SIXLENGTH
    NODE 6,0,THIRDLENGTH
    NODE 7,0,HALFLENGTH
    SEGMENT 1,1,2
    SEGMENT 2,2,3
    SEGMENT 3,3,4
    SEGMENT 4,4,5
    SEGMENT 5,5,6
    SEGMENT 6,6,7
    MODE 2,1,2
    MODE 3,2,3
    MODE 4,3,4
    MODE 5,4,5
    MODE 6,5,6
END ARRAY
]
SLAB 0.010*2.54,(4.5,0.),(1.,0.)
The following are the graphs of the impedance and reflection coefficients vs position on the taper for all four of the designs tested in this study. The different series represent the frequency for the calculations.
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APPENDIX B

FIRST MEASURED DATA

The first data in this appendix are the magnitude and phase azimuth cuts at frequencies 2, 10, and 18 GHz. The second data in this appendix are the frequency sweeps and time domain plots at azimuth angles 90°, 120°, and 150°. The OSU-ESL designator system used letters to designate which taper was measured. The following letters correspond to the OSU-DATA for the first impedance designs.

a3204----Capacitive Taper #1
b3204----No Taper for Hard Polarization
c3204----Long Inductive Taper #1
d3204----Short Inductive Taper #1
e3204----No Taper for Soft Polarization
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APPENDIX C

SECOND MEASURED DATA

This appendix contains the UTD codes and data as well as the second impedance designs experimental results. The first set of data is the source codes for the UTD calculation for both principle polarizations. The second set of data is the UTD calculated data for both principle polarizations at frequencies 2, 10, and 18 GHz. The third set of data is the azimuth cuts of the second impedance designs at frequencies 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, and 18 GHz. The last set of data is the frequency sweeps and time domain response of the second impedance designs at azimuth angles 90°, 120°, and 150°.

The UTD source code for soft polarization (electric line source) is the following:

```
PROGRAM SOFTPOLARIZATION_DIFFRACTION
C
C THIS PROGRAM WORKS FOR AN ELECTRIC LINE SOURCE IN THE PRESENCE OF A 2D WEDGE. N IS THE WEDGE FACTOR. RHO IS THE OBSERVATION DISTANCE IN WAVELENGTHS
C RHOP IS THE DISTANCE FROM THE SOURCE TO THE EDGE IN WAVELENGTHS
C
C COMPLEX J,UI,UR,UGTD,UUTD,U1O,U1Q,RH,DS,DH,U1,U2,U3,Z
REAL PHI,PHIPPHID,PHIPD,RHOP,RHO,DI,S,L,QR,K,N,RSB,ISB,X
REAL E1,E2,E3,offset

c OPEN(UNIT=21,FILE='GO_db_s.XL1',STATUS='UNKNOWN')
c OPEN(UNIT=22,FILE='GTD_db_s.XL1',STATUS='UNKNOWN')
c OPEN(UNIT=24,FILE='UTD_DB_s.XL1',STATUS='UNKNOWN')
c open(unit=25,file='utdnor_s.xl1',status='unknown')
J=(0.,1.)
PI=3.14592654
K=2.*PI
offset=0.
C
N=2.
write(*,*)'How far away is the source in wavelengths? '
```
read(*,*) RHOP
write(*,*) 'What is the offset in dB?'
read(*,*) offset

RHOP = 5.
PHIDP = atan(2.5/30)*180/PI
RHO = 1000.
RSB = 180.-PHIDP
ISB = 180.+PHIDP
PHIP = PHIDP*PI/180

UIO = EXP(-(J*K*RHOP))/SQRT(RHOP)

DO 101 = 0,360
PHIP = PHIDP*PI/180
X1 = (RHO*COS(PHI)-RHOP*COS(PHIP))**2
X = X1 + (RHO*SIN(PHI)-RHOP*SIN(PHIP))**2
DI = SQRT(X)
QR = RHO*RHOP*SIN(PHI+PHIP)/(RHO*SIN(PHI)+RHOP*SIN(PHIP))
L = SQRT((RHO*SIN(PHIP))**2+(QR-(RHO*COS(PHIP)))**2)
S = SQRT((RHO*SIN(PHI))**2+(RHO*COS(PHI)-QR)**2)

UIQR = EXP(-(J*K*L))/SQRT(L)
IF (PHID.GE.ISB) THEN
UI = 0.
GOTO 10
ELSE
UI = EXP(-(J*K*DI))/SQRT(DI)
10 END IF

IF (PHID.GE.RSB) THEN
UR = 0.
GOTO 20
ELSE
UR = -UIQR*EXP(-(J*K*S))*SQRT(L/(L+S))
20 END IF

Z = UIO*EXP(-J*K*PI/4)/SQRT(2*PI*K)*(-.5)*EXP(-J*K*RHO)/SQRT(RHO)
UGTD = Z*((1/COS((PHI-PHIP)/2))-1/COS((PHI+PHIP)/2))
L = RHO*RHOP/(RHO+RHOP)

CALL WDC(DS,DH,L,PHID,PHIPD,90.,N)
UUTD = UIO*DS*EXP(-(J*K*RHO))/SQRT(RHO)

U1 = UI + UR
U2 = UI + UR + UGTD
U3 = UI + UR + UUTD

E1 = CABS(U1)*SQRT(RHOP)
E2 = CABS(U2)*SQRT(RHOP)
E3 = CABS(U3) * SQRT(RHOP)

if (e1.eq.0) then
  e1db = -80
else
  e1db = 20 * log10(e1)
end if
if (e2.eq.0) then
  e2db = -80.
else
  e2db = 20 * log10(e2)
end if
if (e3.eq.0) then
  e3db = -80.
else
  e3db = 20 * log10(e3)
end if

WRITE(21,*) 'PHID, e1db
WRITE(22,*) 'PHID, e2db
  WRITE(24,*) (180.-PHID), '' e3db + offset
WRITE(25,*) 'PHID, E3

CONTINUE
STOP
END

The UTD code used for hard polarization was the following:

PROGRAM HARDPOLARIZATION_DIFREFRACTION

C
C THIS PROGRAM WORKS FOR AN MAGNETIC LINE SOURCE IN THE
PRESENCE OF A 2D
C WEDGE. N IS THE WEDGE FACTOR. RHO IS THE OBSERVATION
DISTANCE IN WAVELENG
C RHOP IS THE DISTANCE FROM THE SOURCE TO THE EDGE IN
WAVELENGTHS
C this program gives out UTD solutions but can also give GO and GTD as
C well
C
COMPLEX J, UI, UR, UGTD, UUTD, UIO, UIQR, DS, DH, U1, U2, U3, Z
REAL PHI, PHIP, PHID, PHIPD, RHO, RHOP, DI, S, L, QR, K, N, RSB, ISB, X
REAL E1, E2, E3, offset

OPEN(UNIT=21,FILE='GO_DB_H.XL1',STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN(UNIT=22,FILE='GTD_DB_H.XL1',STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN(UNIT=24,FILE='UTD_DB_H.XL1',STATUS='UNKNOWN')
open(unit=25, file='utdnor_h.xl1', status='unknown')
J = (0., 1.)
PI = 3.14592654
K=2.*PI
offset=0.

C
N=2.
write(*,*)'How far away is the source in wavelengths?'
read(*,*)RHOP
write(*,*)'What is the offset in dB?'
read(*,*)offset

RHOP=5.
PHIPD=atan(2.5/30.)*180/PI
RHO=1000.

RSB=180.-PHIPD
ISB=180.+PHIPD
PHIP=PHIPD*PI/180

UIO=EXP(-(J*K*RHOP)/SQRT(RHOP))

DO 100 I=0,360
PHID=270.-I/2.
PHI=PHID*PI/180
X1=(RHO*COS(PHI)-RHOP*COS(PHIP))**2
X=X1+(RHO*SIN(PHI)-RHOP*SIN(PHIP))**2
DI=SQRT(X)
QR=RHO*RHOP*SIN(PHI+PHIP)/(RHO*SIN(PHI)+RHOP*SIN(PHIP))
L=SQRT((RHO*SIN(PHIP))**2+(QR-(RHO*COS(PHIP)))**2)
S=SQRT((RHO*SIN(PHI))**2+((RHO*COS(PHI))-QR)**2)

UIQR=EXP(-(J*K*L))/SQRT(L)
IF (PHID.GE.ISB) THEN
UI=0.
GOTO 10
ELSE
UI=EXP(-(J*K*DI))/SQRT(DI)
ENDIF 10

IF (PHID.GE.RSB) THEN
UR=0.
GOTO 20
ELSE
UR=UIQR*EXP(-(J*K*S))*SQRT(L/(L+S))
ENDIF 20

Z=UIO*EXP(-J*PI/4)/SQRT(2*PI*K)*(-.5)*EXP(-J*K*RHO)/SQRT(RHO)
UGTD=Z*((1/COS((PHI-PHIP)/2))+(1/COS((PHI+PHIP)/2)))
L=RHO*RHOP/(RHO+RHOP)

CALL WDC(DS,DH,L,PHID,PHIPD,90.,N)
UUTD=UIO*DH*EXP(-(J*K*RHO))/SQRT(RHO)

U1=UI+UR
U2=UI+UR+UGTD
U3=UI+UR+UUTD

E1=CABS(U1)*SQRT(RHOP)
E2=CABS(U2)*SQRT(RHOP)
E3=CABS(U3)*SQRT(RHOP)
if (e1.eq.0) then
e1db=-80
else
e1db=20*log10(e1)
end if
if (e2.eq.0) then
e2db=-80
else
e2db=20*log10(e2)
end if
if (e3.eq.0) then
e3db=-80
else
e3db=20*log10(e3)
end if

THE two subroutines used with these codes were the following:

SUBROUTINE WDC(CDCS,CDCH,R,PHID,PHIPD,BTDFN)
C
C UTD WEDGE DIFFRACTION COEFFICIENT
C
C THIS ROUTINE IS IN BALANIS, P.848
C IT CALLS FUNCTION FTF(X)
C
C INPUTS: R (REAL) = DISTANCE PARAMETER L IN WAVELENGTHS
C PHID (REAL) = OBSERV. ANGLE PHI IN DEGREES
C PHIPD (REAL) = INCIDENT ANGLE PHI-PRIME IN DEGREES
C BTDF (REAL) = OBLIQUE INCIDENT ANGLE BETA IN DEGREES
C FN (REAL) = WEDGE FACTOR N (DIMENSIONLESS)
C
OUTPUTS:
C CDCS (COMPLEX) = SOFT POL. DIFF. COEFFICIENT
C CDCH (COMPLEX) = HARD POL. DIFF. COEFFICIENT

100 CONTINUE
STOP
END
COMPLEX D(4),CT,TERM,FT(4),FTF,CDCS,CDCH

DATA CT,UTPI/(-0.05626977,0.05626977),0.15915494/
DATA PI,TPL,SML/3.14159265,6.28318531,0.001/
DTOR=PI/180.

PHR=PHID*DTOR

PHPR=PHIPD*DTOR

SBO=SIN(DTOR*BTD)

IF(ABS(FN-0.5).LT.SM[L)GOTO 10

DKL=TP1*R

UFN=1./FN

BETAR=PHR-PHPR

TERM=CT/(FN*SBO)

SGN=1.

I=0

2 I=I+1

DN=UFN*0.5*SGN+UTPI*BETAR

N=DN+SIGN(0.5,DN)

ANG=TP1*FN*N-BETAR

A=2.*(COS(0.5*ANG)**2)

X=DKL*A

Y=PI+SGN*BETAR

IF(Abs(X).LT.1.E-10)GOTO 3

FT(I)=5TF(X)/TAN(0.5*Y*UFN)

GOTO 4

3 FT(I)=(0.,0.)

IF(Abs(COS(0.5*Y*UFN)).LT.1.E-3)GOTO 4

FT(I)=(1.7725,1.7725)*SIGN(SQRT(DKL),Y)

FT(I)=(FT(I)-(0.,2.)*DKL*(PI-SGN*ANG))*FN

4 SGN=-SGN

D(I)=TERM*FT(I)

IF(SGN.LT.0.)GOTO 2

BETAR=PHR+PHPR

IF(I.LE.3)GOTO 2

CDCS=(D(1)+D(2))-(D(3)+D(4))

CDCH=(D(I)+D(2))+(D(3)+D(4))

RETURN

10 CDCS=(0.,0.)

CDCH=(0.,0.)

RETURN

END

COMPLEX FUNCTION FTF(XF)

C

C THIS IS THE FRENSNEL TRANSITION FUNCTION USED IN UTD.

C

C THIS CODE COMES FROM BALANIS, P. 850

C SEE COMMENTS THERE

COMPLEX FXX(8),FX(8),C
DIMENSION XX(8)
DATA XX/3.,5.,7.,1.,1.5,2.3,4.,5.5/
DATA CJ/(0.,1.3)/
DATA FX/(0.5729,0.2677),(0.6768,0.2682),(0.7439,0.2549),
(0.8095,0.2322),(0.873,0.1982),(0.924,0.1577),(0.9658,0.1073),
(0.979,0.0828)/
DATA FXX/(0.5195,0.0025),(0.3355,-0.0665),
(0.2187,-0.0757),(0.127,-0.068),(0.0638,-0.0506),
(0.0246,-0.0296),(0.0093,-0.0163)/
X=ABS(XF)
IF(X.GT.5.5)GOTO 1
IF(X.GT.3.0)GOTO 10
FTF=((1.253,1.253)*SQRT(X)-(0.,2.)*X-0.6667*X*X)*CEXP(CJ*X)
GOTO 20
10 DO 11 N=2,7
11 IF(X.LT.XX(N))GOTO 12
12 FTF=FXX(N)*(X-XX(N))+FX(N)
GOTO 20
1 FTF=1.+(75./(16.*X*X)-0.75)/X/X+CJ*(0.5-15./X*X))/X
20 IF(XF.GE.0.)RETURN
FTF=CONJG(FTF)
RETURN
END

The following graphs are the results from the previous UTD codes for frequencies
2, 10, 18 GHz. The first one is for an infinite electric line source (soft polarization) and the
second one is for an infinite magnetic line source (hard polarization).

UTD Calculations for Soft Polarization

[Graph showing total field (dB) vs. azimuth angle (degrees) for different frequencies]

Azimuth Angle (degrees)
UTD Calculations for Hard Polarization

Offset = 0

- 2 GHz
- 10 GHz
- 18 GHz

Azimuth Angle (degrees)
The next set of data is the magnitude and phase azimuth cuts at different angles taken of the second impedance designs. The last set of data is the frequency sweeps and time domain response of the second impedance designs. The OSU-ESL designator system used letters to designate which taper was measured. The following letters correspond to the OSU-DATA taken on the second impedance designs.

The azimuth scans for the second designs have the following designations:

- a3225----No Taper for Hard Polarization
- b3225----Long Capacitive Taper #2
- c3225----Short Capacitive Taper #2
- d3225----No Taper for Soft Polarization
- e3225----Long Inductive Taper #2
- f3225----Short Inductive Taper #2

The frequency scans for the second designs have the following designations:

- g3225----Short Inductive Taper #2
- h3225----Long Inductive Taper #2
- i3225----No Taper for Soft Polarization
- j3225----No Taper for Hard Polarization
- k3225----Long Capacitive Taper #2
- l3225----Short Capacitive Taper #2
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APPENDIX D

METHOD OF MOMENTS DATA

The Method of Moments data was calculated by two separate codes. The first code was a TEz code written by Captain J. P. Skinner [19]. This code was a singly-periodic PMM code which used piecewise sinusoid basis functions. The second code was a TMz code written by myself which used pulse basis functions. The following is a listing of the TMz code.

```c
Lt. Russell A. Burleson TEz 2D scattering code

Moment Method Code for 2D geometries read from input file 'INPUT.DAT'
for TMz incident wave.
da = the number of points allowed
w = frequency in rad/sec
zmat,imat,vmat=impedance,current and voltage matrix
which are sent out to zmat.dat imat.dat vmat.dat
zmat.dat can be read in by setting ireadz=1
freq = in Hz
all x,y coordinates in meters
o2d.dat = is the scattered echo width in dB (not dBm like before)
output.dat = is the scattered field in V/m
input.dat = made from another program

parameter (ida=615)

real w,uo,pi,phi,phip,phase,degstart,degstop
real x(ida),y(ida),deg,o2d,o2dlog,wavelength

complex ef(ida),es,sum
complex za(ida),zb(ida),zmat(ida,ida),vmat(ida,ida),imat(ida,ida)

integer nm,irdz,ngo,isc,p,check,iwz,iwi,iwv
integer ia(ida),ib(ida)

open(unit=26,file='o2d.dat',status='unknown')
open(unit=27,file='output.dat',status='unknown')

pi=3.141592654
uo=1.256637061e-6
```
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j=(0., 1.)
check=1
5  format(3x,1f15.3)
c
c
*********************************************************************************************
**
c
*********************************************************************************************
**
c
THIS IS THE MAIN PROGRAM

THIS GETS THE INPUT DATA FROM 'INPUT.DAT'

call getinput(w,isc,deg,ngo,irdz,p,phip,nm,x,y,ia,ib,za,zb,
1ida,iwz,iwi,iwv,degrstt,degrstop)
close (unit=21)
c
c
write(*,*)'This is set up to run for ',nm,' number of modes'
if ((nm+1).gt.ida) then
write(6,78)
78 format(2x,This will not work--too many modes--reset IDA')
goto 998
endif
c
C
THIS FILLS IN THE IMPEDANCE MATRIX OR READS IT IN FROM A FILE

if (irdz.eq.0) then
   call ztot(nm,x,y,ia,ib,p,w,zmat,ida)
   write(6,71)
71 format(2x,'The impedance matrix has been filled')
if (iwz.eq.1) open(unit=23,file='zmat.dat',status='unknown')
do 10 m=1,nm
do 20 n=1,nm
   if (iwz.eq.1) write(23,*)zmat(m,n)
20 continue
10 continue
close(unit=23)
endif
c
if (irdz.eq.1) then
if (iwz.eq.1) open(unit=23,file='zmat.dat',status='unknown')
do 30 m=1,nm
do 40 n=1,nm
read(23,*)zmat(m,n)
30 continue
40 continue
write(6,72)
72 format(2x,'The impedance matrix has been read in')
ENDIF
C
C  THIS CORRECTS THE DIAGONAL OF THE IMPEDANCE MATRIX FOR NON
PEC SURFACE
C
C  call zimped(zmat,x,y,ia,ib,za,zb,nm,ida)
C
    write(6,73)
73  format(2x,'The impedance diagonal has been adjusted')
C
C  THIS PART ENDS THE PROGRAM IF YOU JUST WANT THE IMPEDANCE
MATRIX
C
    if (ngo.eq.0) goto 998
C
C  THIS PART DETERMINES THE BISTATIC RADAR ECHO WIDTH
C
    if (isc.eq.1) then
C
        call volt(vmat,x,y,ia,ib,nm,ph,phia,ida,iwv)
        write(6,74)
74  format(2x,'The voltage matrix has been computed for incident angle')
        write(6,5)ph
C
        call nmp(mmat,vmat,nm,check,ida,iw)
        write(6,75)
75  format(2x,'The current matrix has been computed')
C
        do 50 i=(degstart/deg),(degstop/deg)
            phi=i*deg
            call scat(ef,phi,x,y,ia,ib,w,nm,ida)
            sum=(0.,0.)
C
                do 60 n=1,nm
                    sum=sum+(umat(n)*ef(n))
60          continue
C
            es=sum
            o2d=2*pi*((cabs(es))**2)
            wavelength=2*3.141592654+3.0e8/w
C
            o2dlog=10*log10(o2d/wavelength)
C
            phase=atan2(imag(es)/real(es))
C
            if (real(es).lt.0) phase=phase+180
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if (phase.gt.180) phase=phase-360
write(26,*)phi,o2dlog
write(27,*)phi,o2d,o2dlog,cabs(es),phase
write(6,76)
    format(2x,'The bistatic field has been determined for angle')
write(6,5)phi
continue
endif

THIS PART DETERMINES THE MONOSTATIC RADAR ECHO WIDTH
if (isc.eq.0) then
    do 55 i=(degstart/deg),(degstop/deg)
        phi=i*deg
        phip=phi
        call volt(vmat,x,y,ia,ib,nm,phip,w,ida,iwz)
        call amp(zmat,imat,vmat,nm,check,ida)
        check=2
        call scat(ef,phi,x,y,ia,ib,w,nm,ida,iwi)
        SUM=(0.,0.)
        do 65 n=1,nr
            sum=sum+(imat(n)*ef(n))
        65    continue
        es=sum
        o2d=2*pi*((cabs(es))**2)
        o2dlog=10*log10(o2d)
        phase=atand(imag(es)/real(es))
        if (real(es).lt.0) phase=phase+180
        if (phase.gt.180) phase=phase-360
write(26,*)phi,o2dlog
write(27,*)phi,o2d,o2dlog,cabs(es),phase
write(6,77)
    format(2x,'The monostatic field has been calculated for angle')
write(6,5)phi
continue
endif

998 stop
END OF THE MAIN PROGRAM

This subroutine inputs the following data

- \( f \) = frequency in hertz
- \( isc = 0,1 \) for monostatic or bistatic radar
- \( deg \) = real number increment of degrees to span over
- \( deg_{\text{start}}, deg_{\text{stop}} \) = start and stop angles to be seen in degrees
- \( ireadz = 0,1 \) tell whether to compute/read impedance matrix for PEC body
- \( iwz,iwi,iwv = 0,1 \) tell whether to not write/write imp, volt, amp matrixes
- \( p \) = EVEN number of divisions to be used in Simpson's rule integration
- \( phi_p \) = incident plane wave angle in degrees
- \( np \) = number of node points
- \( x(i), y(i) \) = rectangular coordinates of node points (meters)
- \( nm \) = number of modes
- \( ia(i), ib(i) \) = integer values of endpoint node points for each mode
- \( za(i), zb(i) \) = complex impedance at each node point (ohms)

```fortran
integer isc,np,nm,ia(ida),ib(ida),ireadz,ngo,p
real w,f,x(ida),y(ida),deg,degstart,degstop
complex za(ida),zb(ida)
open(unit=21,file='input.dat',status='old')
read(21,*)f
w=2*pi*3.141592654*pi*f
read(21,*)isc
```
read(21,*)deg
read(21,*)degstart
read(21,*)degstop
read(21,*)n go
read(21,*)indent
read(21,*)iwen
read(21,*)iwv
read(21,*)ip
read(21,*)ph
read(21,*)np

if (np.gt.ida) then
  write(*,*)'There are too many points, reset ida'
  write(*,*)'ida = ',ida
  write(*,*)'np = ',np
  stop
end if

C do 100 i=1,np
  read(21,*)x(i),y(i)
100 continue

read(21,*)nm
open(unit=22,file='graph.dat',status='unknown')
do 110 i=1,nm
  read(21,*)ia(i),ib(i)
C This part writes to the graph file for a gnuplot of our geometry
C
write(22,*)x(ia(i)),y(ia(i))
write(22,*)x(ib(i)),y(ib(i))
if (i.eq.nm) write(22,*)x(ib(i)),y(ib(i))
110 continue
close (unit=22)
do 120 i=1,nm
  read(21,*)za(i),zb(i)
120 continue
close (unit=21)
return
end

C subroutine ztot(nm,x,y,ia,ib,p,w,zmat,ida)
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This subroutine determines the PEC impedance matrix using \texttt{ZSELF} and \texttt{ZMUT}

\texttt{uo} = is the permability of free space

\texttt{dn, dm} = length of each mode (must be less than .1 wavelengths)

\begin{verbatim}
c integer ia(ida), ib(ida), p, nm
real uo, w, x(ida), y(ida), h, dn, dm
complex zmat(ida, ida)

uo = 1.256637061e-6
do 210 m = 1, nm
  do 200 n = 1, nm
    dn = sqrt((x(ia(n)) - x(ib(n)))**2 + (y(ia(n)) - y(ib(n)))**2)
    dm = sqrt((x(ia(m)) - x(ib(m)))**2 + (y(ia(m)) - y(ib(m)))**2)
    h = dn / p
    if (n .eq. m) call zself(zmat, m, w, p, h, ida)
    if (n .ne. m) call zmut(zmat, x, y, m, n, p, dn, dm, ia, ib, w, ida)
 200 continue
210 continue
end

This subroutine determines the self impedance terms of the PEC matrix
using equivalent endpoint technique. It also uses 10 times the number
of divisions used in the mutual impedance subroutine for better
accuracy. It needs the subroutine \texttt{HANK} to run.

\texttt{feo} = is the equivalent endpoint

\begin{verbatim}
c integer p
real k, h, si, xx, uo, c
complex sum, feo, h0, h1, h2, hextra, zmat(ida, ida)

p = p * 10
h = h / 10
uo = 1.256637061e-6
k = w / (3e8)
c = (w * uo) / (6 * p)
sum = (0., 0.)
xx = k * h
\end{verbatim}
call hank(xx,h0,hextra,0)
xx=2*k*h
call hank(xx,h1,hextra,0)
feo=-(4.656*h0)-(3.656*h1)
c
sum=feo*c
do 250 i=2,((p/2)+1)
si=3+(-1)**i
if (i.eq.((p/2)+1)) si=1
xx=(i-1)*k*h
call hank(xx,h2,hextra,0)
sum=sum+(c*si*h2)
250 continue
c
h=h*10
p=p/10
zmat(m,m)=sum
return
cend
c
******************************************************************************

***
c
c subroutine zmut(zmat,x,y,m,n,p,dn,dm,ia,ib,w,ida)
c
c This subroutine determines the mutual impedance terms of the PEC matrix
c pmn = distance between center points of the modes
c pmi = distance from the ith portion of the nth mode to the mth mode
c
This subroutine needs the subroutine HANK to run
c
c integer ia(ida),ib(ida),p
real x(ida),y(ida),pmn,pmi,dn,dm,deltx,delty,si,c,w,uo,xm,ym,k,xx
complex sum,h2,hextra,zmat(ida,ida)
c
k=w/(3e8)
uo=1.256637061e-6
c=(w*u0)/(12*p)
sum=(0.,0.)
xm=(x(ia(m))+x(ib(m)))/2
ym=(y(ia(m))+y(ib(m)))/2
xn=(x(ia(n))+x(ib(n)))/2
yn=(y(ia(n))+y(ib(n)))/2
pmn=sqrt((xm-xn)**2+(ym-yn)**2)
c
if (pmn.lt.(100*dn)) goto 230
if (pmn.lt.(100*dm)) goto 230
xx=k*pmn
call hank(xx,h2,hextra,0)
zmat(m,n)=((w*uo)/4)*h2
goto 240

c 230 do 220 i=1,(p+1)
si=3.+(-1)**i
if (i.eq.1) si=1.
if (i.eq.(p+1)) si=1.
deltx=(x(ib(n))-x(ia(n)))/p
delty=(y(ib(n))-y(ia(n)))/p
xi=x(ia(n))+(i-1)*deltx
yi=y(ia(n))+(i-1)*delty
pmi=sqrt((xm-xi)**2+(ym-yi)**2)
xx=k*pmi
call hank(xx,h2,hextra,0)
sum=sum+(si*h2)

220 continue
zmat(m,n)=c*sum
c

240 return
end
c
c********************************************************************************************************************
*
c subroutine zimped(zmat,x,y,ia,ib,za,zb,nm,ida)
c
c This subroutine determines the diagonal impedance matrix terms used to
c correct our impedance matrix for non PEC surfaces. Assuming piecewise
c linear impedances.
c
c integer ia(ida),ib(ida),nm
real x(ida),y(ida),dn
complex zmat(ida,ida),za(ida),zb(ida),zmn,j
c
j=(0.,1.)
do 50 i=1,nm
zmn=(za(i)+zb(i))/2
dn=sqrt((x(ai(i))-x(ib(i)))**2+(y(ai(i))-y(ib(i)))**2)
zmn=zmn/dn
zmat(i,i)=zmat(i,i)+zmn

50 continue
return
end
c********************************************************************************************************************
***
subroutine volt(vmat,x,y,ia,ib,nm,phip,w,ida,iwv)

This subroutine determines the voltage matrix from a plane wave.

integer ia(ida),ib(ida),l,nm,c
real xl,yl,phip,w,x(ida),y(ida)
complex vmat(ida),j
c
   j=(0.,1.)
c=3e8
   if (iwv.eq.1) open(unit=24, file='vmat.dat', status='unknown')
do 300 l=1,nm
   xl=(x(ia(l))+x(ib(l)))/2
   yl=(y(ia(l))+y(ib(l)))/2
   vmat(l)=exp(j*(w/c)*((xl*cosd(phip))+(yl*sind(phip))))
   if (iwv.eq.1) write(24,*) l,vmat(l)
300 continue
   close (unit=24)
   return
end

subroutine amp(zmat,imat,vmat,nm,check,ida,iwi)

This subroutine determines the current matrix from the impedance and
voltage matrices. It also destroys the impedance matrix in the process.

integer nm,check
column zmat(ida,ida),vmat(ida),imat(ida)
c
   if (iwi.eq.1) open(unit=25, file='imat.dat', status='unknown')
do 43 l=1,nm
   imat(l)=vmat(l)
43 continue
   call crout(zmat,imat,ida,1,0,check,nm)
do 45 l=1,nm
   if (iw1.eq.1) write(25,*),imat(l)
45 continue

close (unit=25)
return
end

******************************************************************************
***

subroutine scat(ef,phi,x,y,ia,ib,w,nm,ida)

This subroutine determines the scattered field from a point

integer ia(ida),ib(ida)
real phi,x(ida),y(ida),alpha,dn,k,deltx,delty,uo,pi,psi,a
complex ef(ida),j,lambda,c

uo=1.256637061e-6
pi=3.141592654
lambda=(0.,0.)
j=(0.,1.)
k=w/(3e8)
c=-(w*uo)*sqrt(2/(pi*k))*exp(j*(pi/4))

do 400 n=1,nm
   deltx=x(ib(n))-x(ia(n))
   delty=y(ib(n))-y(ia(n))
   dn=sqrt(deltx**2+delty**2)
   if (deltx.eq.0) then
      if (delty.gt.0) alpha=90
      if (delty.lt.0) alpha=270
   endif
   if (deltx.ne.0) then
      alpha=atand(delty/deltx)
      if (deltx.lt.0) alpha=alpha+180.
   endif
   a=cosd(phi-alpha)
   if (a.ne.0) lambda=((exp(j*k*a*dn))-1)/(j*k*a)
   if (a.eq.0) lambda=dn
   psi=k*(x(ia(n))*cosd(phi)+(y(ia(n))*sind(phi)))
   ef(n)=(c/dn)*exp(j*psi)*lambda
400 continue
SUBROUTINE HANK(XX, H, H1, ID)

HANKEL FUNCTION OF THE SECOND KIND

XX = REAL ARGUMENT
H = H OF ORDER 0
H1 = H OF ORDER 1
ID = 0 IMPLIES COMPUTE H ONLY
1 IMPLIES COMPUTE H1 ONLY
2 IMPLIES COMPUTE BOTH

COMPLEX H, H1
DOUBLE PRECISION D, DX, C, EA, EB, FA, FB
X = ABS(XX)
DX = X
IF(XGE.3.)GO TO 10
C = DX*DX/9.
D = (DLOG(DX) -.69314718056)*.63661977237
IF(ID.EQ.1)GO TO 8
B = ((((.21E-3*C-.39444E-2)*C+.444479E-1)*C-.3163866)*C+.126516208E+1)*C-2.2499997)*C+1.
Y = D*B + .36746691+(((((-.24846E-3*C+.427916E-2)*C-.4261214E-1)
2*C+.2530017)*C-.74350384)*C+.60559366)*C
H = CMPLX(B, -Y)
IF(ID.EQ.0)RETURN
8 B1 = ((((.1109E-4*C-.31761E-3)*C+.443319E-2)*C-.3954289E-1)*C+
3.21093573)*C-.56249985)*C+1)*DX
Y1 = D*B1 +(((((.27873E-2*C-.400976E-1)*C+.3123951)*C-1.3164827)
4*C+.21682709)*C+.2212091)*C-.6366197724)/DX
H1 = CMPLX(B1, -Y1)
RETURN
10 D = 3.0D0/DX
C = 1./DSQRT(DX)
IF(ID.EQ.1)GO TO 18
EA = C*(((.14476E-3*D-.72805E-3)*D+.137237E-2)*D-.9512E-4)*D-
5.552740E-2)*D-.77E-6)*D+.797884560803)
FA = ((((.13558E-3*D-.29333E-3)*D-.54125E-3)*D+.262573E-2)*D-
6.3954E-4)*D-.4166397E-1)*D-.785398163397+DX
B = EA*DCOS(FA)
Y = EA*DSIN(FA)
H = CMPLX(B, -Y)
IF(ID.EQ.0)RETURN
18 EB = C*((-.20033E-3*D+.113653E-2)*D-.249511E-2)*D+.17105E-3)*D+
SUBROUTINE CROUT(C, S, ICC, ISYM, IWR, I12, N)

CROUT SOLVES A SYSTEM OF SIMULT. EQS.

INPUTS:

C(I,J) = COEF. MATRIX
SC) = RIGHT HAND SIDE VECTOR
ICC = DIMENSION OF C ARRAY
ISYM = 0 IMPLIES C(I,J) IS SYMMETRIC
     = 1 IMPLIES C(I,J) IS NOT SYMMETRIC
IWR = 1,0 TO WRITE OR NOT WRITE SOLUTION VECTOR
I12 = 1 ON FIRST CALL TO CROUT WITH A GIVEN C(I,J)
     = 2 ON SUBSEQUENT CALLS
N = NUMBER OF EQS. AND UNKNOWNS.

OUTPUT:

S(I) = SOLUTION VECTOR
C(I,J) AN AUXILIARY MATRIX

COMPLEX C(ICC, ICC), S(I)
COMPLEX F, P, SS, T
2 FORMAT(1X, 115, 1F10.3, 1F15.7, 1F10.0)
5 FORMAT(1HO)
IF(I12.NE.1) GO TO 22
IF(N.EQ.1) S(1) = S(1)/C(1,1)
IF(N.EQ.1) GO TO 100
IF(ISYM.NE.0) GO TO 8
DO 6 I = 1, N
DO 6 J = 1, N
6 C(I, J) = C(I, J)
8 F = C(1, 1)
DO 10 L = 2, N
10 C(I, L) = C(I, L)/F
DO 20 L = 2, N
LLL = L - 1
DO 20 I = L, N
F = C(I, L)

RETURN
END
DO 11 K=1,LLL
11 F=F-C(I,K)*C(K,L)
   C(L,L)=F
   IF(L.EQ.I)GO TO 20
   P=C(L,L)
   IF(ISYMEQ.0)GO TO 15
   F=C(L,L)
   DO 12 K=1,LLL
12 F=F-C(L,K)*C(K,I)
   C(L,I)=F/P
   GO TO 20
15 F=C(I,L)
   C(L,I)=F/P
20 CONTINUE
22 DO 30 L=1,N
   P=C(L,L)
   T=S(L)
   IF(L.EQ.I)GO TO 30
   LLL=L-1
   DO 25 K=1,LLL
25 T=T-C(L,K)*S(K)
30 S(L)=T/P
   DO 38 L=2,N
   I=N-L+1
   II=I+1
   T=S(I)
   DO 35 K=II,N
35 T=T-C(I,K)*S(K)
38 S(I)=T
   IF(TWR.LE.0) GO TO 100
   WRITE(6,5)
   CNOR=.0
   DO 40 I=1,N
   SA=CABS(S(I))
40 IF(SA.GT.CNOR) CNOR=SA
   IF(CNOR.LE.0,) CNOR=.1.
   DO 44 I=1,N
   SS=S(I)
   SA=CABS(SS)
   SNOR=-SA/CNOR
   PH=.0
   IF(SA.GT.0,) PH=57.29578*ATAN2(AIMAG(SS),REAL(SS))
44 WRITE(6,2)I,SNOR,SA,PH
   WRITE(6,5)
100 RETURN
END
The following are the graphs from the MoM results from both codes.

**Scattered Field vs Observation Angle (Capacitive Design #1)**

- Frequency = 2 GHz

**Scattered Field vs Observation Angle (Capacitive Design #1)**

- Frequency = 10 GHz
Total Field vs Azimuth Angle (Inductive Design #1)

Total Field vs Observation Angle (Inductive Design #1)
This appendix contains all the FDTD results on the modeling of the second capacitive taper. The results are shown as scattered field vs frequency for different angles.

**FDTD Scattered Field vs Frequency**

![Graph showing scattered field vs frequency for different angles.](image)
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This is a brief summary of a study to reduce diffraction from an infinite two dimensional edge using tapered periodic surfaces. The concept is to use the impedance characteristics of a periodic surface to create a tapered impedance much like a tapered resistance commonly used for diffraction reduction. This approach has several advantages over tapered resistive treatments to include ease of fabrication, better engineering control of the impedance and negligible loss absorbed by the taper. In this study, four periodic tapers were design, built and tested. These tapers were also modeled using a variety of numerical techniques. The results from this study were quite promising.